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A meeting of the Murray Local
Option Committee will be held Thur-
sday, Dec. 16, in Room 206 of Faculty
Hall on the Murray State University
campus, according to Rick Lamkin,
student chairman of the committee.
Lamkin, in a letter sent out this week,
said "...we are inviting various
members of the local community to
discuss with us their opinions on the
local option election. It is hopeful that
we will acquire a better understanding
of how to attract some concerned
citizens of the community to assist us in
our efforts."
The committee, which was formed
earlier this month, plans to circulate a
petition asking for a local option
referendum locally.
The last time a referendum was held
in attempt to legalize the sale of
alcoholic beverages in Murray was in
April, 1971. The proposal was voted





International Students from several
Universities in the Eastern. section of
the United States will come to Murray
during the Christmas vacation as
guests of Blood River Baptist
Association.
This will be the fourth year that a
group of Internationals have spent the
holiday in the Murray area.
This year some 43 students are ess_
pected to respond to the invitation that
was sent out earlier for them to partake
of the hospitality of this region.
The students will be housed in the
homes of Baptists who desire to be
involved in showing Christian
hospitality to those who come to the
United States for an education.
The Internationals will tour this area
as a group and be guests of the chur-
ches for special events during the
holiday season.
The Rev. Eugene Meadows, pastor of
Bethel Baptist Church, is the Chairman
of the committee in charge of
arrangements and the Rev. Jerrell
White, pastor at Murray Memorial
Baptist Church, is serving as Co-
Chairman.
The guests will spend December 21










Deaths & Funerals 12
Classifieds 23, 24, 25, 26, 27
Partly Sunny
Partly sunny and mild today. Highs
from the mid 40s to near 50. Clearing
and cool tonight. Lows from the upper
20s to the low 30s. Mostly sunny and a
little cooler Thursday. Highs in the mid
and upper 40s.
The outlook for Friday is mostly
sunny and mild.
dood Tidings—Fisher-Price officials visited the Murray plant today to review the company's performance
during 1976 and to discuss plans for the future. Shown in the plant, from left Franklyn S. Barry, Jr., Vice-President
of Research and Development John Lahorjan, Vice-President of Operations; Henry H. Coords, President, and
Royal C Limn, Murray plant manager. The visitors reported that the Murray plant had an "outstanding year,"
resulting in a significant increase in the number of Crib & Playpen toys sold. This Friday, Murray employees will
receive the first Profit Sharing installment for the year concluding. Each employee will also receive a free Christ-
mas turkey as part of the company tradition.
Carter Expected To
Reveal Choice Thursda
PLAINS, (Ia. AP). - Having filled
-three Cabinet posts, President-elect
Carter is expected to announce
Thursday his choice for at least one
more post, probably secretary of
agriculture.
Rep. Bob Bergland, D-Minn., a farm
operator and political ally of Vice
President-elect Walter F. Mondale, was
widely seen as the likely choice to head
the Agriculture Department.
Carter spokesman Jody Powell
emphasized Tuesday that Carter's next
appointments will not necessarily all
involve Cabinet secretaryships. Powell
said simply they would be Cabinet-level
posts and said there would be at least
two announcements.
Another possibility' was an an-
nouncement of Carter's reported
decision to name Charles Schultze,
budget director in the Johnson ad-
ministration, as chairman of his
Council of Economic Advisers.
Meanwhile, Rep. Andrew Young, D-
Ga., said he has been offered the post as
U.S. ambassador to the United Nations
but that he hasn't made up his mind
about whether to take the job.
Carter and several top aides
cautioned newsmen again Tuesday
against advance speculation about
choices for top appointments.
Earlier, Jane Cahill Pfeiffer, a for-
mer IBM vice president, had asked that
she not be considered for secretary of
commerce, saying a Washington job
would have parted her from her
husband, and because she had un-
dergone a thyroid cancer operation less
than a year ago that left her without
"confidence in my own sustained
energy level...."
At his Tuesday news conference,
Carter said he will nominate W.
Michael Blumenthal, chairman of the
Bendix Corp., is treasury secretary-
- kid- reff-13fferAdartlit-, D-W a sh , as
transportation secretary.
Carter said he probably will an-
nounce, even before his inauguration,
an economic program aimed at
creating jobs and, quite likely, reducing
taxes. He said he favors job-creating
programs supplemented by tax breaks.
The President-elect also disclosed
that Vance has joined Secretary of
State Henry A. Kissinger in trying to
persuade members of the Organization
of Petroleum Exporting Countries
(OPEC) from imposing steep oil price
increases at a price-fixing meeting in
the Middle East this week.
The President-elect ducked a
question about pay raises for top
federal employes, saying tiler matter
rests on outgoing President Ford's
desk.
On other topics, Carter said:
-He has not given sufficient study to
possible duplication of offensive
weapons systems to decide whether
defense spending might be curbed by
eliminating some of them.
-He is confident Congress will give
him authority, probably by the end of
Feoruary, to draVi UP broad govern-
ment reorganization plans that would
go into effect automatically unless
vetoed by the Senate or House.
-The government faces a near
record deficit of $60 billion to $65 billion
from the 1977 budget he will inherit
from President Ford, but he declined to
say what size deficit he might face in
his first sear in offir..e.
Retail Sales Key To
Possible Tax Cut
WASHINGTON (AP ) - The jingling
of cash registers, not sleigh bells, will
be the key to a successful Christmas
season for the incoming Carter ad-
ministration.
President-elect Carter and his ad-
visers have put Christmas retail sales
at the top of the list of economic
statistics that will influence their
decision on whether to recommend a
tax break next year.
Retail sales have been disappointing
since early in the year. And when
Americans stop buying, businesses stop
producing and that means fewer jobs
production lines.
There are other statistics this moriti
- ONE INJURED-LA 33-year-old Hazel man is listed in satisfactory condition in 
the intensive care unit at Lourdes
blospital today after receiving injuries in a one-car accident Tuesday. 
State Police said a car driven by Noah
Paschall, of Hazel, was going north on Highway 783 near South Pleasant Grove, when it
 went out of control and
struck two trees shortly after noon Tuesday. Paschall was transferred to Lourdes
 after being taken to the Murrai -
Calloway County Hospital for initial treatment 
Staff Photo bv Gene lekruttbeon
that will count in Carter's decision,
including November industrial
production figures that will be released
late today.
There also will be figures or. housing
starts and personal income, both on
'Thursday, corporate profits on Mon-
day, consumer prices on Dec. 21, and -
the index of leading economic in-
dicators on Dec. 29.
At an Atlanta news conference
Tuesday, Carter said he will meet with
his key advisers soon after Christmas
to decide on what to do about the
economy. He said he probably will
announce the decision before he takes
office Jan. 20.
If things remain as they are now, he
indicated, help will definitely be
needed. He noted that with unem-
ployment at 8.1 per cent and inflation
still dogging the economy, the
economic problems are very severe."
He said he prefers jobs programs as
the best way to put people back to work,
adding that he would supplement those
with a tax break, if necessary.
Retail sales is one of the statistics
that gives the quickest look at what is
happening in the economy. So if con-
sumers start buying generously at
Christmas, it may mean they will keep
on spending into next year, diminishing
the need for a quick tax cut.
The whole purpose Of a tax break is to
put money into the hands of consumers
so they can buy more.
Some encouragement was found in
the retail sales report for November,
which was up 1.7 per cent over October.
Another economic indicator,
meanwhile, showed a slight
improvement in October. The Com-
merce Department said business in-
ventories that month grew at their
lowest pace in six months.
Inventory growth can reduce
production if business tries to sell ex-
cess stocks rather than manufacturing
more goods.
In another development, William
Utley III, acting director of the Council
on Wage and Price Stability, said the
nation's steel 'companies were having
problems getting the recently an-
nounced steel price increases to stick.
15 Per Cpy Three Sections — 28 Pages
Physicians To
Meet Thursday
Members of the Houston-McDevitt
Clinic doctors corporation will meet
Thursday with representatives of the
Drexel Tolan medical office building
consulting firm to discuss aspects of a
proposed medical building on the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
grounds.
Dr. C. C. Lowry, corporation
president, said today that he feels the
chances are good for the doctors to take
a vote and decide in what direction they
want to go in regard to establishing a
medical office building.
Dr. Lowry said he has no idea what
the physicians' decision will be.
The meeting will precede a meeting
of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Board of Commissioners,
which Tolan representatives will also
attend. That meeting will be at 7:15 p.
m.
The doctors lost their downtown
clinic to fire on Oct. 18, and are now
practicing in various locations, mostly
located in and around the hospital.
Many are practicing in the con-
valescent division of the hospital, which
is scheduled to be torn down in about a
year, as a part of an expansion project
now underway at the hospital.
The board of commissioners has gone
on record as favoring the construction
of a medical office building on the
hospital property, but has received no
indication of how many of the local
doctors would favor such a project.
Federal Excise Tax To
Drop On Telephone Bills
Local telephone users will have some
extra money thanks to a drop in the
federal excise tax on telephone bills
from six per cent to five per cent
January 1, Glen B. Sears, manager of
West Kentucky Rural Telephone
Cooperative, announced today.
Telephone customers in 1977 will save
approximately $275 million at the lower
rate, compared to what they would
have paid had the tax remained at six
per cent, according to estimates by the
U. S. Independent Telephone
Association. Some $51 million of that
amount will be saved by customers of
the Independent telephone companies.
The association represents the
nation's 1,600 non-Bell System
telephone companies serving almost 28
million phones - one out of every five
in the nation.
Congress first imposed the tax on
telephone bills during World War I as a
::temporary" measure. Although
repealed briefly after the war, it was
reinstituted during the Depression and
at one time rates were as high as 25 per
cent on long distance calls and 15 per
cent on local service.
Several years ago Congress acted to
eliminate the tax, which stood at 10 per
cent for almost 20 years. Now the rate
drops 1 per cent each year until it is
eliminated in 1982.
The tax has cost consumers billions of
dollars and the Independent Telephone
Association estimates the U. S.
Treasury will receive almost $2 billion
from -the levy in 1977.
On behalf of its customers, the
telephone industry fought the tax,
calling it regressive and citing the
unfairness of taxing a basic necessity -
especially for the poor and elderly.
Dr. Hugh Houston Is
Honored By Associates
Dr. Hugh L. Houston was the surprise
guest of honor at the annual banquet of
the Murray-Calloway Hospital medical
staff and the hospital's board of com-
missioners held Tuesday night at the
arass Lantern.
Dr. Houston was honored "for his 40
years of medical practice and
dedication to the profession." He was
presented wiefi a proclamation signed
by Calloway County Judge Robert 0.
Miller proclaiming the week of Dec. 12-
18 as "Dr. Hugh L. Houston Week"
throughout Calloway County.
Dr. Houston was also-presented with
a plaque from the hospital board as a
token of their appreciation for his many
years of service to his profession and
the local community.
-Dr. Hugh," as he is affectionately
known in the community, continues to
make house calls and daily visits every
nursing home in the community as well
as the hospital, hospital board chair-
man James Garrison told the
gathering.
Hubbard To Speak
At MSU Math Club
U. S. Congressman Carroll Hubbard
(D-Ky. ) will be the guest speaker at the
Dec. 18 meeting of the Euclidean Math
Group of Murray State University.
The meeting will be held at the
Murray Woman's Club Building on Vine
Street in Murray. It will be attended by
approximately 40 students and faculty
members.
DR. HUGH HOUSTON HONORED—Dr. Hugh Houst.on (right) was the
honoree at the annual banquet of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
medical staff and board of commissioners held at the Brass Lantern
Tuesday night. lames Garrison, chairman of the hospital board, is presen-
ting Dr. Houston with" a plaque as a token of the board's appreciation foc
Dr. Houston's many years of medical practice and dedication to ,his
profession.
Staff Pbolo tfy C.#6. ffiriCultiteon
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Who Sparks Those
Office Parties?
By Abigail Van Buren
IC 9766,1 ChKago Tnbun• N News Synd Inc
DEAR ABBY: With Christmas coming soon, the same
old problem for many of us wives is the Christmas office
party —with no spouses invited!
After quite a few years, I realize now, it's the WOMEN
who promote these affairs. I honestly believe that most
men don't care for these office parties,_ but the women
engineer everything. They get the men to sign up for the
catered lunch, which now begins at 11.30 A.M. and goes on
forever. They get them to agree to exchanging gifts.
Anything, just to get them to commit themselves.
The men go because if they don't, the other men will say
they are henpecked.
What's your opinion, Abby?
AGAINST CHRISTMAS PARTIES
DEAR AGAINST: More and more4arge companies are
making Christmas parties a "family affair." Married
employees are free to bring their spouses, and single ones
may bring a date. In offices where mates and dates are not
welcome, you can be sure a vote was taken, and the
majority ruled. No one is forced to go to an office party.
And that "henpecked" excuse is only_good for chickens.
DEAR ABBY: I have a boyfriend (he's no ”boy," he's a
45-year-old man) who has needed to see a dentist for at
least three years that I've known about. His teeth are in
terrible shape. Some are so rotten they are crumbling, and
he has large spaces in his mouth where he's lost teeth and
never had them replaced.
He even gets terrible toothaches and headaches because
of the miserable shape his mouth is in. Yet he refuses to go
to a dentist. He has made up all sorts of excuses, saying
he's too busy, his dentist has a three-month waiting list,
etc. Finally, he told me he can't stand pain, and he can't
tike novocaine.
He looks awful, and it can't be good for his health. How
do I get him to a dentist? I love him. He's too big, or I'd
drug him and drag him there.
DESPERATE
DEAR DESPERATE: Forget the drugging and drag-
ging, and turn to educating. Ask your dentist for written
material on the new methods of painless dentistry.
If neither doctor nor dentist can impress upon your
friend the importance of dental care, point out the futility
In loving a man whose health is going downhill because of
needless fear and ignorance.
IWO
• 'DEAR ABBY: I am a widow in my early 60e. I live with
my sister and her husband, but I am financially
independent and pay my fair share.
When my sister and her husband are invited to
someone's home for dinner, they say to me: "The So and
So's have invited us to their home for dinner, and they said
to bring Edith along if she's not doing anything."
Abby, would you consider that a proper invitation?
When I tell my sister that I don't, she says, "It's good
enough. People don't send engraved invitations for
dinner."
Abby. would you accept one. of those "Bring Edith"
invitations or not?
EDITH
DEAR EDITH: A "bring Edith" invitation is more than
most widows who live with their sisters receive. I
appreciate your sensitivity, but if I were you, ra go and
have a good time.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.












Each Feature Shown Once Nitely
Last Day
"The Nage Legg 7:20
All-Stars
And Meer Wags" (PG)
Starts Tomorrow
FOR QUICK RELIEF OF THE BLAHS TAKE TWO





Each Feature Shown Once Nitel
-Mahollsirl- (PG) 7 :15





SOUTHWEST FESTIVAL—Highlight of the fall festival at the Southwest Elementary
School was the crowning of kings and queens who were, top photo, Teresa Story with
Jon Burke from the elementary grades, and Sherri Miller with Marty McCuiston from
the junior high grades. In the bottom photo is shown one of the many carnival booths
with the students, parents, teachers, and interested persons pdrticipating. Carolyn
Manning and fthelene McCallon were co-chairmen for the PTC sponsored event.
Southwest Festival Is Held
The annual fall festival was
held at Southwest Calloway
Elementary School for the
major fund raising project for
the school using the talents
and effort from the school
children, their parents, and
the faculty.
Sponsored by the Parent-
Teacher Club with -Sandra
Gallimore as president, this
year's festival co-chairmen
were Carolyn Manning and
Ethelene McCallon.
Hamburgers, hot dogs, and
homemade pies were served
in the cafeteria while carnival
games such as the cake walk
were in,the gym. A new booth
for crafts and plants was an
added surprise this year.
A popular annual part of the
festival was the crowning of
the elementary and junior
high kings .and queens.
Children in each room enter
their nominees several weeks
before the festival. The
winners this year were Jon
Burke and Teresa Storey from
Mrs. Key's third grade, and
Marty McCuiston and Sherri
_Miller from Mrs. Major's
eighth grade.
Others nominated for the
contest who participated and
their teachers were: Rickey
Lovins and Latricia Filbeck,
Mrs. Lovett; Chad Stub-
blefield and Lori Wilson, Mrs.
Underwood; Tommy Vance
and Lisa Rezroat, Mrs.
Burkeen; Joey McCallon and
Rhonda Barrett, Miss Cooper;
Alan Cothran and Tonya
Murdock, Mrs Parks; Tony
Ray and Tina Cooper, Mrs.
Jackson; Tim McKinney and
Christy Nance, Mrs
Crawford; Trey Lackey and
Emily Dunn, Mrs. Robinson;
Daron Wilson and Lori
Manning, Mrs. Curd; Chris
Sheridan and Julie Host-
meyer, Mrs. Dodson; Casey
Kurth and Dawn Hutchens,
Mr. Bondurant; Pat Hicks and
Tina Harrell, Mrs. Cothran;
Steve Bailey and Rhonda
Doerflinger, Mrs. Mc-
Dermott; Tim Holsapple and
Pam Finney, Mr. King; Phil









t 9Shopping Days .4t
t Till Christmas' :
t *SPECIAL* it
t Long Robes $1099 :
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i, 's Fashions 1
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816 Coldwater Rd. 4




• • 3 Days
Only
top ..eadder
Bel-Air Shopping Center — 753-1795
The Largest Selectilm Of Quafity Childrens Clothing In West Ky.
Infants To Teen Girls- Boys to Size 20








Poly Flinder, Ruth of Carolina













Toddlers - 3-6X - 7-14 Girls
Teens - 5-7
*Aileen sPlaymore

















Reg. 10.00 to 15.00
4 to Sell
BOYS SUITS






Reg. 8.00 to 13.00 Sale $2°°
Dresses $100
Sportswear $200
Reg 4 00-28 00 Sale $300
38 To Sell 
$899 toHealth-Tex - 2-7
LEISURE SUITS $1 099
Reg. 16.25 to 18.25
32 to Sell
GIRLS COATS 4-14
Reg 26.00 to 38.00
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THE GOODIE PLACE
• Baskets • Wicker Furniture
• Doll House Furniture EtAccesso
• Hummels
I 474-21341 AURORA. IET.
Jaymar slacks.
Its hard to pick
just one.
Its a problem we see every day. When you come
in for a pair of slacks, you know what you want.
We show you our Jaymar collection. Solids and
plaids. Belted and beltless. Wovens and knits.
European, classic and traditional. In more color
variations than you.thought possible. All of a
sudden, picking a pair  Of slacks isn't so easy.
But it's a whole lot moiFfiin. And you windup
with a Jayrriar collection of your own.
Stop in sinmetime and see how easy it is to • •
pick out more than one pair of slacks by Jaymar.




$1 0000 Worth of Merchandise
Qraham & Jackson




Mr. and Mrs. Harold Mc-
Clellan of Hickman announce
that plans have been com-
pleted for the marriage
the bride-elect, Barry Thomas
of Union City, Tenn., and
Ronnie Lane of Hickman.
Nephew of the groom-elect.
Miss Shirley Suellcaellan
and Charles Barry Sharp
uniting their daughter, Shirley
Sue, to Charles Barry Sharp,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Sharp of Fulton.
The vows will be exchanged
at the Rush Creek United
Methodist Church in Cayce on
Sunday, January 2, at three p.
m. The Reverend Kim Cawley
of Fulton will officiate at the
double ring ceremony and the
bride-elect will be given in
marriage by her father.
As her attendants, Miss
McClellan has chosen Miss
Amber Adams of Hickman as
her maiden of honor and Miss
Selwyn Schultz of Murray, her
maid of honor. Bridesmaids
will be Miss Laura Jones of
Benton, TU., and Miss Debbie
Castleman of Hickman.
The flower girl will be Miss
Kim Dacus, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Dacus of
Fulton.
Mr. Sharp will attend his son
as best man with the groom-
smen being Wendell Mc-
Clellan of Mayfield, brother of
David Scarbrough, of Union
City, Tenn., son of Mr. and
Mrs. Gerold Scarbrough, will
serve as the ring bearer.
Miss Sandy Sharp, sister of
the groom-elect, will attend
the guest register. Miss Nancy
Spann of Murray will provide
vocal selections and will be
„Accompanied by Mrs. Kim
Cawley of Fulton and Mrs.




parents will entertain with a
reception in the church
fellowship hall. Those serving
will be Mrs. Greg Bransford of
Union City, Miss Nancy
DeBoe of Eddrrille, Miss
Gana Hoot of Henderson, Mrs.
Gene Higdon of Fancy Farm,
and Miss Pam Brown of
Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. McClellan
invite all friends and relatives
to attend their daughter's
wedding and the reception to
follow.
Christmas Party Given
By Zetas For Residents
The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club met
Thursday night, December 9,
at the Ellis Community
Center. At this meeting the
Zetas served as hostesses for a
Christmas Party given for the
residents living in that area.
Mrs. Jack Bailey welcomed
the guests on behalf of the
'department and presented
several special gifts. One gift
went to the oldest lady
present, Miss Ara McCubton;
the oldest man, Conrad
Taylor; the most children,
Mrs. Erma Lovett; the couple
married the longest, Mr. and
Mrs. Conrad Taylor.
Mrs. John Irvan introduced
the band "The Country
Gentlemen" which provided
the entertainment for the
evening. Their music along
HTS





Every Night 'til 8
OPEN THIS FRIDAY 'TIL 8 AND EVERY NIGHT
TIL 8 STARTING MONDAY. SUNDAYS 1-5
with their young vocalist, Ms
Mitzi Griggs, presented a very
enjoyable program.
Mrs. L. D. Miller served
guests punch and Christmas
cookies from the tea table
decorated in the holiday motif.
She was assisted by the other
hostesses who were Mrs. Ruth
Blackwood, Mrs. W. P.
Russell, Mrs. Buist Scott, and
Mrs. Herman Wicker.
ALEXANDER GIRL
Tara Dawn is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs
Thomas Alexander of Route
Three, Puryear, Tenn., for
their baby girl, weighing six
pounds twelve ounces, born on




Ruth Alexander and the late J
C. Aleilander of Paris, Tern,
and Mr. and Mrs. R D. Lind-
sey, Route Three, Paris, Tenn.
Great grandparents are Mrs.
Lula Alexander and the late
Berry Alexander of Puryear,
Term., Mrs. Rose Baligrosky
of Wisconsin, and Mike
Ballgrosky of West Frankfort,
Ill.
WIGDOR BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Wigdor
of Kenton, Term., are the
parents of a baby boy; James
Michael, weighing five pounds
twelve ounces, born on
Monday, November 15, at the
Jackson-Madison County
Hospital, Jackson, Term.,
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Malcolm Wigdor, Route
Four, Martin, Tenn., and Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Valentine of
Puryear, Tenn. Mrs. Fannie
Barrett of Puryear, Term • ts a
great grandmother.




Special Gift Presented To Mrs. James Phelp.,
By Mrs. R. D. Key
November VI, 1f76
Mrs. James Phelps was
surprised on her birthday with
a lovely bed spread, a love gift
from members of North Fork
at the fellowship supper
Saturday night fa the church.
With "love and affection"
they sang Happy Birthday to
Mrs. Phelps as she and her
husband came forward to be
greeted by the congregation
who also pounded them with
lots of food. Seventy-five
persons were present.
After the presentation
special music and singing was
by Mrs. Vernon Nance and
Mark Vinson from the First
Baptist Church, Murray, Mrs.
Mamie Jones and Marilyn
Paschall of North Fork.
Mrs. Ella Morris has been
right sick the past week.
Visitors in to see her were as
follows: Mrs. Lucille Callicott,
Bro. and Mrs. Glynn M. Orr,
Rickie and Bryan, Mr. and
Mrs. R. D. Key, Mrs: Bertie
Jenkins, Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins and Kenny, Mrs.
Brenda Jenkins, Mr. and Mrs.
Glynn Orr, Mrs. Johnnie
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Paschall, Mrs. Ovie Wilson,
Mr. and Mrs. Frances
Deering, Mr. and Mrs. Coy
Kuykendall, Mr. and Mrs.
Milford Orr, Mr. and Mrs.
Gaylon Morris, Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Gallimore, Mrs.
-Warren Sykes and son, 'Mitch,
Mrs. Jerry Lee and baby,
Tabitha, Mrs. Elbert Elkins,
Mrs. Robert Owen, and Bro.
James Phelps.
Mrs. Douglas Vandyke has
been suffering for several





EAST LANSING, Mich. (API
— During the coming holidays
the harried homemaker can
prepare the bird and eat it too,
claims Michigan State Univer-
sity foods specialist Marilyn
Mook.
By beginning a few days ear-
ly the cook can relax and ritiey-
the meal along with the guests.
Begin by defrosting the tur-
key, chopping the bread for
dressing and making and freez-
ing the rolls. The day before
mix the dry ingredients for
dressing, make and roll out the
pie dough and cook the po-
tatoes.
On the holiday morning bake
the pie. prepare the stuffing
and begin roasting the turkey
Make the salad and refrigerate
it in a plastic bag and cook the
sweet potatoes
Al the last nanute heat the
rolls, mash the potatoes, make
the gravy, cars, the turkey and
The average farm in the
United States 15 a little bigger
than half an acre
Mr. and Mrs. Frances
Deering returned to their
home in Detroit, Mich., after
being here for several days
with Mrs. Illie Paschall and
Mrs. Ovie Wilson.
Mrs. Maburn Key fell on the
snow last Sunday and broke
her ankle.
Mr. and Mrs. Frances
Deering visited Maburn Key
family on Saturday.
Mrs. Tommy Jenkins
visited Morris Jenkins on
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Coy
Kuykendall visited Charlie
Olive in the Methodist
Hospital, Memphis, Tenn., on
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr
visited Mrs. Berne Jenkins
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Julius
.Whozlow e and son, Leon,
visited 'i1 Wicker and Scott
Whozlow Sway.
Mrs. Myrtice`biance was the
honored guest in home of
her niece, Miss Orr,
and a sister-in-law, s.
Chester Weatherford, i
Mayfield on her birthday on
November 16. Others at-
tending were Mr. and Mrs.
Lowell Nance and son, Mike,
Mrs. Opal Kuykendall, and
Weldon Wilks, friend of Miss
Orr. A delicious meal was
served.
Bro. and Mrs. Terry Sills
and son, Steve, spent
Thanksgiving day with the
Douglas Vandykes. They
visited Mrs. Ella Morris in the
afternoon.
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
and Mitch, Bro. and Mrs.
Jerry Lee and baby, Mr. and
Mrs. Tony Sykes and baby,
and Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key
had Thanksgiving supper with


















New Hours Starting Friday








Straight From Vogue in









Well even give you
a matching Rain Slicker
Af FREE!























FOR THURSDAY, DECEMBER 16, 1976
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Some changing situations. Do
not be dismayed. Accept them
with your inborn adaptability
and perceptiveness.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) b`(--a'
Determine distance efforts
must stretch to cover ground
necessary. You may be tempted
to press too hard now - trying
to cover more than is possible.
Don't!
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 211
You can demonstrate your
ability to be innovative and
imaginative now but, at the
same time, be practical and do
not abandon past procedures
which have proven beneficial.
CANCER
( June 22 to July 23)
Mixed influences. You may
alternate between quick,
aggressive moves and periods
of slowing down, for no ap-
parent reason. Aim at
lion.
JITIY to Aug. 23)
Be exp it but not short in
voicing opinicins. There is a
tendency now ba! belittle the
aspirations and ideasNof others.
Curb!
VIRGO 1117(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Don't be coerced into
anything which seems at all
inappropriate, but do listen to
all sides of a reasonable




( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Arl
Especially favored now:
professional endeavors, op-
portunities to increase prestige.
You may be given added




(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
7,e7
RI/eV
Heed danger signals as well
as attractions where finances
are concerned. Not many, but
one or two could prove
troublesome if you are not alert.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21 hoo-
Be prepared to cope with
strangers, odd situations.
Pinpoint objectives; be
selective about ways and
means. Step up momentum
where possible.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
Make sure you have checked
all facts and factors before
making agreements or com-
mitments. But do not quibble
foolishly and lose out.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
You may find yourself drawn
in two directions at once - as
the Aquarian is at times. Key to
solution: The "easy" road is not
necessarily the best one.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Good news! Some unexpected
largesse will tide you over a
difficult spot, money-wise.
Romance favored, too.
YOU BORN TODAY are
extremely versatile, highly
individualistic, progressive in
your ideas. You could become
unusually successful in the
fields of business, finance,
literature, music, the law or
statesmanship. You are a
benevolent and altruistic
person, but must take care that
the ttriscrupulous do not take
advantage of your generosity. If
you do no1.1ake up one of the
arts as a voCation, you should
pursue one or the, other as a
sideline. It would ovide an
excellent outlet for yoUr very
deep emotions. Birthdate!.
Jane Austen, Eng. writer
Ludwig von Beethoven, Ger.
composer; Noel Coward, Eng.
author, playwright, actor;






• Compare at $2.99 yd
• Full bolts, 60" wade
• 65% Polyester, 35%
Cotton












Mission study by Mrs. Larry
Harrison for all age groups





Fellowship of the First
Christian Church will have a
dinner at the Holiday Inn at
6:30 p.m.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at seven
p.m. at Gleason Hall.
Christmas Musical will be
by Sigma Alpha Iota Chorale
Group at seven p.m. at Farrell
Recital Hall, Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, MSU. Public
invited.
Senior recital of Letha
Tedesco Patterson, mezzo
-'soprano, Hazard, will be at
8:15 p.m. in Farrell Recital
Hall, Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, MSU.
Lighting of the Christmas
tree by President Constantine
W. Curris and music by the
MSU Choral group will be held




"Hidden Worlds of Big
Cypress Swamp," an Audubon
wildlife film, will be shown at
Student Center Auditorium,
MSU, at seven p.m. No
charge.
ursday, December 16
Pak,. 57 Cub Scouts of
Carter gcliool will have its
pack meetthg., from six to
seven p. m. ht, Westview_
Nursing Home.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter ̀o&
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
Ellis Center at 7:30 p. m.
Potluck luncheon will be
held by the Senior Citizens at
the Ellis Center.
MSU Faculty Trio com-
posed of David Nelson, violin,
Neale Mason, violon cello, and
Thomas Baker, piano, will be
at 8:15 p. m. at Clara M. Eagle
Gallery, Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center.
Hazel Woman's Club will
have a dinner at the Triangle
Inn at 6:30 p. m. followed by a
party at tbe home of Mrs. Dale
Nance.
East Calloway PTC will
have annual Christmas
program by the children at
seven p. m.
Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will have
a supper and book study at the





























Vocal music department of
Murray Middle School will
present its Christmas concert
at seven p. m. in the school
auditorium. The event is
sponsored by the Middle
School PTO.
Poplar Spring WMU will
have a Christmas dinner at
Seven Seas at 6:30 p. m. and
later go to the home of Clow
Campbell to wrap candy for
the shutins.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will




will meet at the Murray
Woman's Club House at 6: 30 p.
m.
Women of Murray Moose
Lodge are scheduled to meet
at seven p. m. for executive




Club will have a Christmas
party at the Ellis Center at
seven p. m.
Local Chapter of National
Association of Retired
Federal Employees will have
a luncheon at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord at 11:30
a. m.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be at 9:30 a. m. and 12:30
p. m. Call 753-9725 for tran-
sportation.
Alcoholism Conference will
be held in Room 206 of Roy
Stewart Stadium, MSU,
starting at one p.m.
Saturday, December 18
Suburban Homemakers
Club will have a Christmas
y dinner at the Grecian
Stea ouse at 6:30 p. m




Teacher Club will hold its
annual Christmas program
meeting on Thursday,
December 16, at seven p.m. at
the school.
A special musical program
by the students of the school,
directed by Linda Stalls,
music teacher, will be
presented, according to Joe
Greene, president of the East
PTC.
At the November meeting of
the PTC Mrs. Lucille Ross
discussed a new program for
the county schools, "Child
Find." Any person knowing of
any child not in school but who
should be please notify the
school officials.
Bro. Ed Davis of the New
Concord Church of Christ gave
the devotion and led in prayer.
The sixth, seventh, and eighth
grade chorus, directed by
Mrs. Stalls, sang speci
selections.
The November meeting was
dedicated to the always
"unmentioned workers at the
school" including the bus
driver, custodians, and the
lunch room personnel. Special
plaques were given to two
special persons for their work
for the school and the
children. They were Mrs.
Tillie Geurin and Mrs. Marge
Wagoner.
Mrs. Mildred Lassiter's
class was presented a check
for selling the most ham
- tickets for the Trap Shoot last
month.
Announcement was made
that Dr. Willard Ails, phar-
macist at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital,
will speak at the meeting on
Thursday, January 13, at the
school. He will be speaking on







(mother Sheila), Rt. 1, Box
113, Murray, Baby Boy
Thurman (mother Freda), Rt.
3, Box 108K, Murray, Baby
Girl Blankenship (mother
Jane), Rt. 3, Box 134C,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Eula J. Stone, Rt. 8,
Murray, Miss Wendy L.
Wollenweber, Rt. 5, Paris,
Tn., Thomas B. Gaines, 1707
Keenland Dr., Murray, Mrs.
Grace A. Mason, Rt. 4, Box 3,
Benton, Gerald D. Cooper, Rt.
7, Murray, Larry R. Stone, Rt.
6, Box 78A, Murray, Mrs.
Linda Harding, Rt. 1, Hazel,
Mrs. Hazel W. Patterson, New
Concord, Gary D. Stovall,
White Hall Rm 306 MSU,
Murray, Mrs. Mildred F.
Myers, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs.
Alberta C. Jones, 228 E. Elm,
Marion, Mrs. Martha M.
Thorn, 1107 Miller Ave.,
Murray, Mrs. Willie E. Cox,
Rt. 6, Box 65, Paris, Tn., Mrs.
Benita S. Smith, 111 Sprirce,
Murray, Miss Phillippa Glore,
16111/2 College Fm. Rd.,
Murray, W. F. Glover, Rt. 1,
Hardin, Mrs. Linda R.
Guthrie, 109 Sunset, Mayfield,
Miss Michelle R. Owens, B-3
Coach Estates, Murray, Mrs.
Wilma J. Edwards, Rt. 8, Box
207, Benton, Mike A. Phares,
Rt. 2, Box 338-A, Murray, Mrs.
ZeLla E. McNutt, 526 S. 7th.,
Murray, Lynn D. Burkeen, Rt.
3, Murray, Elvie T. Coeman,
811 S. 4th., Murray, Jesse J.
Canady, P.O. Box 454,
Murray, Mrs. Inez Waggener,
209 S. 16th., Murray, Dan
Knight, Rt. 1, Dover, Tn.
Fhe %urea
Ledger 1., Thera Si
MI 11111 sik.".-*N,
Ann Erwin, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Otis Erwin, of
Murray, was recently elected as the sweetheart of the
Alpha Tau Omega social fraternity at Murray State
University. Miss Erwin is a senior political science major
and a member of the Sigma Sigma Sigma social sorority.
Ann is also president of the Pi Sigma Alpha national
political science society. Her hometown is Murray and
she resides at 807 Doran Rd., Murray.
Dorcas And Lydian Classes Meet For
Christ masDinner At The Seven Seas
The Dorcas and Lydian
Sunday School .Classes of the
Sinking Spring gaptist Church
met together for the annual
Christmas family dinner at
the Seven Seas Restaurant=
Thursday, December 9.
Rev. Lawson Williamson,
pastor, gave the blessing.
Mrs. Leeta Hall, chairman
of the entertainment com-
mittee of the Dorcas Class,
presented class gifts to their
teachers, Mrs. Gladys
Williamson and Mrs. Marelle
Morris.
Mrs. Dorothy Brandon,
president of the Lydian Class,
presented class gifts to their
teachers, Mrs. Phyllis






Maxwell Houseinstant Coffee and
make this Cinnamon Swirl Cake
CINNAMON
SWIRL CAKE








2 cups (1 pt.) sour cream
2 teaspoons baking soda




Combine nuts, '5 cup sugar, and the cinnamon; set aside
Mix flour with baking powder and salt. Combine sour cream
and soda Cream butter and 2 cups sugar until light and fluffy
Add eggs, one at a time, beating well after each addition. Add
vanilla. Gradually add flour mixture alternately with sour
cream mixture, beginning arid ending with flour mixture
Spoon Ls of the batter into a greased 10-inch tube pan. Top with
5,1 of the nut mixture Add retrunning better and nut mixture
Bake at 350' for about 1 hour or until cake lust begins to pull
away from sides of pan Cool in pan ,is minutes Remove from
pan and finish cooling on rack. •
Note: For more swirled effect, layer one third of tie batter with
one thud of the nut mixture; repeat layers twice.
ifinun. Sweet spicy cinnamon
and c hy walnuts. Who could
wait for Christmas to bake this
delicious cakeThAnd ju'st as delicious
is good fresh Mai House Instant
when you buy
any size jar of
Maxwell House* Instant
Coffee
Coffee. It's a perfect combination
for warming up the holidays.
We hope your family and friends
will enjoy this holiday treat from
America's favorite instant coffee.
.STORE COUPON
To the retallet General Ponds Corporatron wdl reimburse fOu tOr
the face value of Inn coup. plus Se tor handling 1 you recto"
tt on the sale of the specifted product and ,1 upon reqUeSI you
sop,' itserypt se,stactoey to General Foods Corpora
tron Coupon may not be assIgned o, tr.slerred Customer must
pay any sales tax Pod where prohltnted. taled ii reStrICted by
law Good only in USA Cash value 1.'20, Coupon wrIl not be
honored .1 presented through outstde agenctes brokers or others
who are not 'Oat) chstrtbulors of our merchandise or specil teeth,
authonred by us to present coupons tor redernotron ho, ryrkmp
fron of properly reCelyed and handled' COupon mail to General
Foods Corporatron. Coupon Redemptton Otlfce P0 Bo 103, Kan-
kakee. Illinois 60901
pm coop. pod Onhi On purchase ol product trodtcated Airy
other use constautes fraud
Offer expires March 15,1977.
!MIT -ONE COUPON PER PURCHASE
GENERAL FOODS CORPORATION
SMO OM NEI EMI MI MB MS MI UN MIN MN .11
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IIEARTLiNE
Published By
MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, R. Gene McCutcheon, editorInc
Fill: a.' J. .1(1.14:if 0111 tilts page •re. preaentni tor
the P•-•‘;"` • tor orn for the free exchange og differuutsummon, letters to the editor. in response w e‘litoruils and
opanionated•rticies.irr encouraged
The eidder, of this neitspaper '.trough bettese that to twill
opinionated dr-twieS to mg, those which parraliel the etbtorla.
this nevispaper- %Quid be a stmsersice to our readers
the"' 4.ce reader, .110 do not agree is Rh an editorial stand ,,rthe dr.. rd tA an intbs Id14.0 anti., in .1
ilfith .
OPINION PAGE
Page 5 — Wednesday Afternoon, December 15, 1976
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but must include a
stamped, sell-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies 'Will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: I am 64 years old and I
will be retiring at the end of this month.
Retirement scares me because I do not
know what to do. I have been a widow
for six years now, I enjoy correspon-
ding with other people. Do you know of
any Pen Pal Clubs for us oldies? R. 0.
ANSWER: Heartline has developed a
Pen Pal Club for people over 50. This
was started to help people combat the
big problem of loneliness. For compete
information, write to Heartlgie-
American 60 Club, 114 E. Dayton St.,
West Alexandria, Ohio 45381. Please
enclose a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope.
itEARTLINE: Is there any limit to
the amount of time a person can draw
Social Security disability benefits? B.
C.
ANSWER: No. As long as he or she
remains disabled within the meaning of
the law, and is not able to do substantial
work, the monthly disability benefits
continue.
Of course, when a person reaches age
65, the disability benefits are
automatically changed over to
retirement benefits. At that point, the
monthly benefits would continue even if
the person were to recover from the
disability.
HEARTLINE: My uncle retired last
year and he seems very bored with life.
I am worried about him. I keep trying
to get him interested in a hobby, but so
far it is to no avail. Do you have any
information on this that can help me
talk him into something? R. F.
ANSWER: In a recent survey of
several hundred retired persons, seven
out of every 10 retirees gave credit to a
hobby as a chief life-saver during their
retirement years. Your uncle might be
surprised to learn how many highly
esteemed skills and artistic
achievements have been the result of
hobbies. Hobbyists have produced
famous paintings, won acclaim as
experts in their chosen fields, and
achieved greater renown in their
retirement hobbies than they had in
their business or professional careers.
Even if your uncle does not win fame
and fortune, the pleasure and
satisfaction that the right hobby will
bring him will add a glow to his
retirement yeas.
We have prepared lists of hobbies and
helpful books on the subject. To receive
your free lists, write to Headline
Hobbies, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. Please send a




Shew me thy ways, 0 LORD.
teach me they paths.
Psalm 25:4.
The only true way is God's
way. Wait for Him. He will
guide your life. Listen for the
4 still small voice of calm. He
will not let you down.
Isn't It The Truth
We have been told that the meek shall
inherit the earth, but what if they did?
How long could they keep it?
I
Let's Stay Well
Progress in Fighting Peptic Ulcers
"Now this may hurt just a teeny bit-"
Letter To The Editor
Disagrees With Writer
Dear Editor:
I was saddened to see my thoughtful
friend, Reverend David Roos, launch
his attack against sexual sin in your
"Contemporary Religious Thought"
column recently.
While it is difficult for anyone in our
culture to question an attack upon
fornication and adultery, the disturbing
smugness of Dr. Roos' article raises the
following questions for me:
How many times does the New
Testament condemn murder in its
various forms, including the sins of
hatred, intolerance and narrowness?
How often are these passages cited and
these sins condemned, in print or
pulpit?
How many tidies does Jesus address
the sins of lying and stealing in their
various forms? How often do the clergy
chide, even privately, the businessman
who deceives his customers, the
mechanic guilty of deception, the
student who cheats or the professional
who overprices ( or overprescribes )?
How long would local clergymen keep
10 Years Ago
The Murray City Council increased
salaries of all city employees last night
which increased the city budget for 1967
by $33,000. The council voted to double
the city sticker price to cover the cost of
the raises.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Roxie
Mae Hale, age 77.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Carter of Murray
Route Two will observe their golden
wedding anniversary on December 17.
Mayfield beat Murray High and
Hickman .County beat Carlisle County
in the opening rounds of the Calloway
County High School Christmas
Basketball Tournament.
Mrs. John Belt was the guest speaker
at the special Christmas party held by
the Murray High School Chapter of the
Future Homemakers of America at the
home of Miss Susan Tesseneer.
thier pulpits if they broke their thun-
derous silence to address directly these
moral issues?
Sex, like the evils of drink, is such an
easy issue, Brother Roos, and your use
of proof texts, it seems to me, misses
the point. We Christians are past
masters at making exceptions to moral
rules that we find inconvenient and at
roundly condemning those com-
mandments that apply to the other
person, the sinner.
It is easy to demand and to insist, to
-hate the sins of others rather than face
our own sins, most of them not sexual
ones. The difficulty of being Christian is
the difficulty of facing and judging
ourselves. Christ did forgive the woman
caught in adultery (John 8:1-11). He
also offered his love to the rich man
( Mark 10:17-M ) who, because he had






Mrs. Ned Coleman of Murray
received official notification of her
selection as a Republican presidential
elector this week representing the First
District. She will meet with the other
electors in Frankfort on December 17 at
ten a.m. to cast her vote.
Deaths reported include B. I.
Andrews.
Jamie Potts, Michael Palmer, Larry
Wadkins, Danny Cunningham, and
Rosanne Farris won honors in the 4-H
Burley Tobacco Show at Mayfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Lexie Watson of
Murray Route Two are pictured in their
barn with the convenient milking
arrangement which they constructed
with the aid of the Ryan Milk Company.
Edna Jones, Danny Kemp, Judy
Culpepper, Susan Evans, and Greta
Brooks are new officers of the Junior 4-
H Club of Murray Training School.,
Peptic ulcers, which occur on
the inside of the stomach and
first part (duodenum) of the
small intestine, are on the
decrease in the l'ruted States
The reason for the decline a
unknown. Even with the decline,
peptic ulcers are iptious arid
common. especially among men
For a nirnber of years, the
treatment has consisted of a
bland diet, medications (an-
tacids and sedative relaxants)
and surgical removal of much of
the acid-bearing portion of the
stomach Surgery has been
reserved for those ca si which
fail to respond to medical man-
agement.
For some years. surgery has
included or been limited to
severing the vagas nerve, which
carries impulses that encourage
acid formation Recently. in-
stead of cutting the retire vagus
nerve, only parts of it which sup'
By F.J L Blasingarne. M.D.
ply the stomach are cut, leaving
the remainder going to the in-
stestine. This latter refinement
allows the intestine to function
more normally and lessens
digestive symptoms after surg-
ery
For quite a while it has been
known that high acid is usually,
but not always. associated with
peptic ulcer formation Effective
treatment. as mentioned, has
been directed to neutralizing the
acid with medicine and diet, and
surgery has bden designed to cut
down permbnently on the for-
mation of excessive amounts of
acid
Researchers have known for a
long time that histamine has
been effective, for unknown
reaserts. rn citing down the for-
mation of stomach acid. An
effective medicine containing
histamine had been difficult to
develop
It appears now. however, that
a safe and effective form ci
hatamine-producing chemical
has been developed in the form
of a pill called cirnetidine Tests
with this medication have been
so favorable that som.e
researchers believe it may
revolutioruze the management of
peptic ulcers and make other
medicines and much surgery un-
nemeary.
Many of the studies on
cimendine haee been done by
teliable researcy teams in
e)arope, and the Food and Drug
Administrauon may shortly give
approval for its marketing in
this .country
Q Mrs,..k,S states that studies
show .itt.r fallopian tubes are
stopped utt knd make her sterile
She wants to become pregnant
and as if it would be helpful if
tubft from another
woman grafted to her uterus
A Such surgery won't solve
your problem. While donors can
be fcaricl. and while the surgery
Is not too delicate or cornph.
cated. the ussue (tubes) from the
donor reacts (swells) in spite of
immunosuppresive drugs. se
that the tubes are not functional
and open.
Q Ms EP wants to knov:
what medicine she can take In-
stead of aspirin, to which she t-
sensitive
A Many people cannot take
aspirin because they are sensi
tive to it or because of Its tenden
cy to encourage bleeding 11-ii
mceit commonly used over-the
counter substitute. es
acetaminophen It a effective
against mild Pain and can be
taken occasionally for relif Talk
to your pharmacist lf your trou
ble persists, see your physician
F unny
Funny World
From early youth, John Barrymore
regarded his older sister Ethel with
awe. She was already a brilliant star
when he was taking his first steps on
stage, and it was she to whom he would
turn whenever he needed guidance,
encouragement or money.
Down through the years, even after
he had become a star on his own, his
attitude toward her never changed.
Once, when Ethel was on the set during
the filming of "Rasputin," a studio
executive rushed up to John, who was
watching, and cried:
"Tell your sister there's a fire at her
house."
John stared at the man in disbelief.
"I never tell my sister anything," he
icily responded. "However, I will ask
her."
The Murray Ledger & Times is
published every afternoon except
Sundays, July 4, Christmas Day,
New Year's Day and Thanksgiving
by Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N.
4th St. Murray, Ky., 42071.
Second Class Postage Paid at
Murray, Ky. 42071.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In




Murray Ledger & Tunes Editor
Fisher-Price Toys has set up a very
impressive display beside its sign at the
entrance to the plant.
The animated ( mechanical display
shows, Santa - and his elves, busily
working on Christmas goodies.
Plant manager Roy Kain has invited
everyone to drive by to see the scene,
which is lighted for night-time viewing.
We took him up on,, the invite and
found a treat not only for our four-year-
old but for ourselves as well. We
suggest you do the same.
0+0
A group of economists for the Ford
Motor Co. discovered that the number
of government employes, plus
Americans receiving social security
checks, totals 80 million.
That's 80 millioh Americans mainly
dependent on government checks for
their income.
This compares with 71 million who
earn their income producing the
nation's goods and services.
That's an interesting finding.
0+0
If the average man saves for the next
20 years at the rate he'Uieen saving for
the past six months, he can retire at 60
and owe $100,000.
0+0
A degree in leisure studies doesn't
qualify students for a life time of lying
by the pool according to illfAssociated
Press report.
Despite its easygoing title, the new
degree program at Salisbury ( Md.)
State College "prepares kids for
merging into a changing society," its
designer says.
Dr. Nelson Butler, chairman of
Salisbury's Department of Physical
Education and Health, says the
program grew out of a need to answer
an increasingly common question:
"What...does one do with one's ( spare)
time?
The program beginning at the
Eastern Shore college next month will
include analogies allowing students to
see how "the Roman circus spectack
represents itself today in the form of
the Baltimore Colts at Memorial
Stadium."
0+0
A salesman, stranded wail ear
trouble in a small mid-western hamlet,
struck up a conversation with one of the
village idlers and was amazed at the
man's tremendous knowledge.
"How can yon be so well-informed on
such a wide variety of topics," the
stranger asked, "when all you do all the
time is sit here in the village square,
whittling?"
"Oh," the rustic replied, "I just
heard things here and there, and was
too lazy to forget them."
0+0
The man who does things makes
many mistakes, but he never makes the
biggest mistake of all -doing nothing.
—Ben Franklin
The Murray Ledger •Si Times
month, payable in advance. By mail
in Calloway County and to Benton,
Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Far-
mington, Ky., and Paris, Buchanan
and Puryear, Tenn., $15.00 per year.
By mail to other destinations, $30.00
per year.
Member of Associated Press, Ken-




Santo ti,de Giant Fighter
Synopsis When the Fairy Queen
sail Gel.° will be slain by the
light of the moon the giant
cartures the moon and hides it





The cave where the moon
was hidden was three miles
beneath the ground. To reach
it one had to tray-ET-through
miles and miles of tunnel that
wound round and round and
round like a circular staircase
leading to the center of the
earth.
Billy the Giant Fighter
started down the tunnel It
was very dark. He felt his
way along the sides of the
tunnel. It was dank and oozy
and cold. Something dripped
on his head and a cobweb
drifted against his face.
He clutched his wooden sword
and began to run. The tunnel
grew smaller. Billy bent lower
and lower until, first, he was on
his hands and knees and, finally,
he was squirming along on his
stomach.
He wanted to shout for help
but he coul0 hardly breathe.
Vt ho would have heard him
anyway? Santa had gone back to
Santa Land and ahead of the
boy was he knew not what.
He shut his eyes and inched
along pushing his wooden sword
in front of him. When he opened
his eyes he saw a dim blue light
ahead. Moments later he came
in.o a brightly lit cave. Fingers
of ice dnpped from the ceiling.
Daggers of stones pitted up
from the floor. A dozen tunnels
led out of the cave. Billy did not
know which one to take. Ile did
not even know which pile had
led him there.
He sae down on a slimy rock.
pile and wondered what on earth
to do fie-had 'never- felt to lost
and alone.
But he was not really alone.
Someone yanked at his sleeve
and a whiskered old gnome said,
"Arc you the hov who fights
By Lucrece Beale
"Are you the hos who fights giants" asked 
the old gnome
giants'!”
"How did you know." cried
Billy
".111 the Vitae . Folk know,-
grunted the gnome.
lie told Billy there were many,
man), caves under the mountain
and the gnomes had lived in
them for a thousand. years But
since Goko the giant had hidden
the moon in the hottoromost
cave all the gnomes had fled
because they were very afraid of
the giant
"I am the last to leave,- said
the old gnome He sniffed a
little. It was all very sad, he
said, and he couldn't help crying
because he did not see how a
mere boy could slay the wicked
giant even if he managed to set
free the moon.
"I can try," said Billy bravely.
"Will you show me the tunnel
that leads to the bottom-most
cave'"
"Not the tunnel!" exclaimed
thc gnome "You roust take the
(inome-Go-Bucket. I have stayed
here to show it to
He pulled. a huge rock slab
from the wall. There was a little
closet and hangihg in the closet
was a silver bucket.
."(let in,- said the gnome.
"Push the button It's like any
other elevator "
Billy chintied in the bucket
There was a row of buttons on
the handle. He pushed the bot-
tom one
The Go-Bucket went clinking,
clackery-clackety, slam , hanging,
smackets-rackety, whop, crump.
hang, smash, down through the
earth and it wasn't like any
other elevator in the whole wide
World.
It finally came to a stop,
:turned on its side and dumped
11.in) out in the dimly lighted
cave where the dragon was
guarding the captured moon
Billy leaped to his feet His
knees shook. and his -heart
pounded at the sight of the
hideous beast.
The monster rose on his rear
legs, thumped ,his huge tail and
- opened his massive Jaws
Billy tried to cry out, "Stay
back" Unfortunately he had
lost his'voice from fnght and not
a sound came out of his niouth
tic waved his sword frantically
hacked against the wall
Tomorrms- The Nagle Wants -
a.
•




FRANKFORT, Ky. AP —
thances are "getting slim"
that the General Assembly
will end it; special session by
the weekend, one legislative
leader believes.
"It's still possible, but it's
improbable," Senate
President Pro Tern Joe
Prather, 1)-Vine Grove, said
Tuesday.
The Senate passed two bills
Monday and, two Tuesday, and
three were slated for con- ,
sideration today. But major
issues such as the court
system and workmen's
compensation have yet to
arrive on the Senate floor.
"All the big issues,"
Prather said. Most of the big
bilis to implement the judicial
article are still in the House.
The House has passed a work-
men's compensation bill, but
it would be Friday before it
could come up in the Senate."
Prather said, however, that
adjournment before Christ-
mas still "would be a realistic
goal."
Up for Senate action today
were bills concerning public
defenders, appointment of
Administrative Office of the
Courts directors, and a tax for
the Campbell County cour-
thouse.
The Senate passed bills
Tuesday relating to special
police and taxation of holding
companies, and heard a plea
for consideration of a bill to
change state leasing laws.
Sen. Joe Graves, R-
Lexington, asked that Gov.
Julian Carroll consider
amending the call of the
special session to include
action on Graves' proposal for
new leasing requirements.
Graves said the bill was a
response to the state's lease,
since cancelled, of a former
distillery warehouse in
Lexington. A grand jury has
said the lease, which was
made without public notice or
competitive bidding, ignored
state leasing policy.
The bill would make it
illegal except in emergencies
for the state to lease property




governor's signature would be
required to certify that an •
emergency existed, Graves
said.
He said a similar proposal
introduced in the house by
Rep. Larry Hopkins, R-
Lexington, was an "in-
dependent" effort. "This is a
very big issue in Fayette
County," he said.
Carroll has said the leasing
question would "more ap-
propriately" be considered in
the 1978 General Assembly.
Graves said he expects word
today on whether Carroll will
change his mind.
The special police bill
passed by the Senate would re-
enact a law repealed by the
1976 General Assembly. It
permitted appointment by the
governor of special local
police officers upon ap-
plication by property owners.
The measure to reenact it has
been approved by the House
and now goes to the governor.
The other bill approved in
the Senate would allow
holding companies to be taxed
in the same manner as regular
corporations in Kentucky,
which are currently taxed at a
higher rate. The bill goes to
the House.
Dr. John G. Taylor, Chair-
man of the Department of
Instruction and Learning at
Murray State University, was
the guest speaker at the
Murray Jaycees meeting last
night. Taylor is a graduate of
Murray State, the University
of Louisville, and received
his doctorate from Indiana




Roberts (left) and Helen Brandon have recently com-
pleted the 750-hour therapeutic recreation training
program at Murray State University. Presenting them with
a certificate is Dr. Chad Stewart, chairman of the Depart-
ment of Recreation and Physical Education on the cam-
pus. They were among 12 who particip3ted in the
ceremony on the campus Saturday. Each trainee was
graduated as a Registered Recreation Technician I,
qualified to work as an activity specialist in health care




„IAA is the abbreviation for an Individual
fStirement Account, created by an individual to
provide for his or her own retirement. It is an ac-
count sheltered (or deferred) from current in-
come taxes. (For example, this deferment is like





















Limit 1 Per Family
Lux
Liquid
22 oz Bot 694
Expires 12-22-76
COUPON































Corn /6 oz 3/89'
Green Giant Cut
Green Beans ,60z 4/s1w
Bush Gt Northern
Beans 14. 4/89'























































































1 10oz Bat 794i -26 oz..4kii UP4 Roll Pkg. 754. 
Expires 12-22-76 
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Pancake Mix 2 Lb 19'
'fa 
Treat
r h Fries 2Lb 
49San 
'
Pote Pies Box 28'
Bryan Slob Slice
Bacon Family Pack Lb.
Armour
Hot Dogs ,
We Have Swift Butterball
Turkeys &Competitive Prices
COUPON





PRE-VET SCHOLARSHIP WINNER-A $300 scholarship,
provided annually by the Paducah Kennel Club for a
student majoring in pre-veterinary medicine, has been-.
awarded to Ann Austin, right, a 20-year-old junior at
Murray State University. A graduate of Fulton County
High School, she is the dau_ghter of Mr. and Mrs. laeki
Austin, Route 4, Fulton, ands secretary of the Agriculture
Club at Murray State. Making the presentation is Dr.
Roger Macha, an associate professor of agriculture at
Murray State and president of the Paducah Kennel Club.








Patrick J. 'Estes, 1600
Catalina, Murray, Mrs.
Shirley Z. Townley, Rt. 2, Box
283, Buchanan, Tn., Miss
Louise Hopkins, 205 Molton
St., Hickman, Ms. Ella H.
Boehm, Rt. 2, Springville,
Mrs. Alberta R. Ferguson, Rt.
5, Murray, Anthony L. Dun-
can, Almo, Ms. Patricia 0.
Morgan, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs.
Debra A. Colyott and Baby
Boy, 1101 Circarama Dr.,
Murray, Mrs. Carrie L.
Timmerman and Baby Girl,
1412 Stadium View, Murray,
Miss Martha J. Kendall, Rt. 1,
Springville, 'Tn., Mrs. Nell
Mastera, P. 0. Box 131, Hazel,
Bobby H. Stubblefield, Rt. 4,
Murray, Danny K. Alexander,
903 Coldwater Rd., Murray,
Walter R. Conner, 3718
Springdale Cir., Paducah,
Miss Doris E. Keel, Rt. 3, Box
257A, Murray, Mrs. Robbie 0.
Moody, Box 22 Riviera Cts.,
Murray, Mrs. Sadie L.
Tanen:, 1515 Kirkwood,
Murray, Albert P. Farris, Rt.
5, Box 289, Murray, Mrs. Euna
M. Lamb, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Mary E. Miller, 140 S. Porter
Ct., Paris, Tn., Mrs. Grada E.
Workman (expired), Rt. 2,
Dawson Springs, Mrs. Annie






Baby Boy Dunigan (mother
Rhonda), Rt. 8, Benton, Baby
Girl CI-tun (mother Janice),
Rt. 1, Sedalia.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Gayla D. Proctor and
Baby Girl, Rt. 2, Calvert City,
Mrs. Jackie L. Chalmers and
Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Shady Grove
Tr. Ct., Calvert City, Norma
J. Bell, Rt. 5, Box '2225,
Murray, Misty M. Broach, Rt.
2, Puryear, Tn., Dale B.
Taylor, 1104 S. 16th., Murray,
Mrs. Philis J. Schroeder, 1622
Miller Ave., Murray, Robert
Melugin, 1312 Farris Ave.,
Murray, Wendel G. Watkins.
Rt. 1, Box 148, Puryear, Tn.,
Mrs. Loris 0. Rogers, 201 Si
13th., Murray, Charles C.
Barnett, 605 Sycamore,
Murray, L. D. Cook Sr., 212 N,
12th., Murray, Mrs. Brooksie
N. Maddox, Hazel, Taze S.
Rogers, 812 Sha-Wa Clrcle
Murray, George T. Robinson,
Rt. 2, Box 132, Murray, Miss
Wanda K. Rolfe, 1507 London
Dr., Murray, Mrs. Dona






Mrs. Cathy L Hulse and
Baby GirL.Rt. 3, Box 130,
Murray, Mn. Martha K. Lest
and Baby Boy, 2504 Coldwater
Rd.. Murray, Mrs. Fayetta
Weatherford, Rt. 2, Buchanan,
Tn., Mrs. Helen K. Parrish,
Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs. Ruby A.
Lickert, Rt. a, Guthrie Rd.,
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Pally A.
McGinnis, Rt. 2, Box 67,
Murray, Mrs. Paula G. Cox,
Rt. 3, Paris, In., Gary D.
McClure, 318 N. 7th Murray,
Mrs. Suzanne M. Vandegrift
and Baby Boy, 1700 Magnolia
Dr., Murray, Owen M. West,
1112 Poplar, Murray, Richard
E. Childress, Dexter, Mrs.
Beatrice E. Charlton, Hazel,
Herman L. Lamm (expired),





Baby Boy Cannon (mother
Carolyn), 15 Hill Crest Dr.,
Paris, Tn.
LISMI:SSAIS
Mrs. Fredia A. Thurman
and Baby Boy, Rt. 3, Box
108K, Murray, Joseph D.
West, 411 N. 18th., Murray,
Mrs. Dorothy V. Childress, 640
E. Paris Ave., McKenzie, Tn.,
Miss Pamela R. Bucy, New
Concord, Mrs. Willene Dun-
can, Rt. 4, Puryear, Tn., Joe
Fromherz, Rt. 4, Box 44,
Murray, Z. B. Crnuse, Rt. 2,
Box 275, Murray, Carl Todd,
205 Ash, Murray, Mrs.
Beatrice Jones, 309 S. 3rd.,
Murray, Mrs. Uldine Evans,
911 N. 16th., Murray, R. D.
Langston, 424 S. 8th., Murray,
Mrs. Molean Jones, P. 0. Box
33, Lynnville.
Everyday should be Is ca Christmas Day.
The good vibrations that are shared on this
day should be a daily practice.
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Lakers Chew Apart
Trigg County 86-68
By Barry William Drew
Ledger & Times Staff Writer
There is, an old kids' song
about going hunting, catching
a fox, a critter known to be
cunning, putting him in a box
and then letting him go.
All you have to do Is sub-
stitute a wildcat for the fox in
the song and you would have a
very good idea of what the
Calloway County Lakers did to
a very surprised Trigg County
Wildcat basketball team
Tuesday night.
After ripping off 12 con-
secutive, and unanswered,
points the Lakers were never
headed as they outplayed the
_visiting Wildcats from Cadiz
and posted an 86-68 win.
In the first four minutes and
24 seconds Calloway owned
the basketball and a 12-point
lead before the Cats dumped
In two from the field and
finally got on the board.
Wildcat coach Jim Wallace
said "after going out in front
with a twelve point lead they
had us, that was the game. We
had to play catch-41he whole
night. We were never really in
It."
The Lakers played superb
defense. Trigg just couldn't
handle the fullcourt pressure
that the Lakers employed.
Coach Wallace praised the
press and super guard play of
Calloway in a game where the
Lakers seemed to have their
act really together. It was
quite an act!
"Every coach has his own
way of playing the press,"
Wallace said. "It is difficult to
simulate another coach's
tactics, and we were not
prepared for Calloway's
defense," he said.
If anything hampered the
Lakers Tuesday night it was
the constant pressure of
playing with a big lead, which




The Murray State Racers,
on a four-game winning
streak, will play Troy State
University in the MSU Sports
Arena tonight. The game will
begin at 7:30 p.m. and will
follow a game between the
MSU women's team and the
University of Louisville.
The Racers beat Roosevelt
University 102-50 Monday to
make their record 5-2. Troy
State is 2-6 after an 88-67 loss
at Middle Tennessee Monday.
The loss was the second to an
Ohio Valley Conference team
for Troy. Morehead beat the
Trojans by four points earlier
in the season. But both games
were road ones for the
Trojans. In fact, they have yet
to play at home. Among their
other games is a 7-point loss to
the University of Georgia.
Murray Coach Fred Overton
says Troy may be the best
team the Racers will play
during their 6-game, Pre-
Christmas homestand. "We're
expecting a really tough
game and we'll have to play
extremely well to beat them,"
Overton said.
The Trojan starters are 6-4
Marvin Sales and 6-5 Carl
Hollis, forwards; 6-7M2 Dale
Wood, center; and 5-8 David
Felix and 6-3 Paul Bussman,
guards. Sales and Wood ;had 19
points each at Middle Ten-
nessee, Hollis 14, Felix 8, and
Bussman 5.
Leading scorers for, the
Racers were Grover Woolard
with 20 and Mike Muff with 17.
Muff has the best cumulative
average for the siason-19.4.
Woolard has averaged 18.3,
Zech Blasingame 8.6, Jimmy
Warren 7.6, Danny Jarrett 3.7,
and Tommy Wade and Lenny
Barber 3.1 each. Muff also
leads the team in rebounding
with 9.3 a game. Woolard
leads in field goal shooting
(61.4 per cent), free throw
shooting (87.0), and assists
(33).
Area Cage Scores
Calloway 86 Trigg County 68
; Syrnsonia 87 Murray 74
, Christian Co. 70 Hopkinsville
• 59
• Mayfield 64 Marshall Co. 59
.' Carlisle Co. 63 Heath 47
Fulton City 64 Fulton Co. 63
Tilghman 69 Ballard 54
Lowes88 Cuba 71
Wingo 71 Fahey Farm 69
the second half, but the Lakers
were not to be denied and
Trigg never threatened.
Laker coach Robert Slone
commented "we just played
our best, of course We didn't
do real well in all areas, but
with a big lead they were
forced to come after us and we




novers which the Lakers
turned into 'points with the
gusto of a hound dog.
There were some spirited
moments of action under both
baskets as the Lakers and
'Cats followed shots to the
board and several times both
teams had as many as five
consecutive shots before a foul
was committed or a basket
scored.
Calloway just simply would






the boards at either end of the
court and showed that they
can hang in there when the
going gets tough.
Tommy Futrell had a super
night as he led all scorers
with 28 points. Mike Wells
added 24, Jimmy Lamb put up
16 and Glen Olive recorded 10
as four of six Lakers hit the
double figure column.
The win boosted the Lakers
to a 5-5 record for the season
while the Wildcats dropped to
2-3.
With the win over Trigg
recorded the Lakers will now
prepare for tournament action
as they host a Christmas
tournament this week
featuring Murray, Hickman
County and Carlisle County.
"I'll start thinking about the
tournament tomorrow,"
Coach Slone said. "We have to
play them one at a time."
'The impressive Laker
Rapid fires cookies in seconds;
fills pasta; garnishes anything.














victory over Trigg can't do
anything but help the cause as
Calloway lines up for some
rugged competition later this
week.
In B-team action, the
Lakers pulled out a 41-37 win
over Trigg. Coach Hargrove's

















Wells ......... 7 10
Futrell 8 12
fAcCalion ..... 1 5
Darnell . 1
Lamb 5 4
Olive ...  5 0
Totals 27 32
Trigg 15 12 18
Calloway 26 17 21
LITTLE MAC
FAST COOKER
Cooks hamburgers in less than
2 minutes—no spatter. Rever-
sible grid—round for
hamburgers; square for grilled























WILDCAT AND LAKER COLLIDE—Marc Darnell (SS) of the
Lakers makes a super effort to block this shot by John Travis
(51) of Trigg and Bill Stollens (53) gets flattened. Tbe Laker:




3 in 1 appliance toasts any
thickness bread; broils meat
and bakes. 2-slice size. T23
4-Slice Size. T26 41.88
$2188
West Bend H GH-DOME
11" ELECTRIC SKILLET
Durable color pOrcelain outside,
fired-on non-stick interior. Heating
unit distributes heat evenly. 2923/-
1429
GIVE KIM AN INCH—Freddie Wilson (43) of Trigg County
realized tee late that he hod given Glen Olive (33) a little toe
much room mid Glen nailed him for two points.








88 Makes a serving or two of fries, Onion„rings,
itc. in a jiffy—right size for singles or
couples. FBD1
Candlelites
S-The flicker of flame brings
to life lovely scenes etched
in the glass. Choose I" But-
terfly or 6" Nativity Candle.
$395
T- 14 " Hurricane,
beautiful as is or with
aecorations
MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE
Chestnut Street
H.O. scale. Features piggy-back car and 2 True Value
trailers, hopper, caboose, transformer, track. 7565
FREE FREE FREE FREE
CB MOBIL TRANSCEIVER
Easy-to-see lighted 23-channel readout—numbers are
3/8" high. Large S/RF meter shows power output and
incoming signal strength. Automatic noise limiter





FREE FREE FREE FREE
PULSATING SHOWER
Give them some good clean
fun! Pulsating, regular or com-
bination action. Pulsator gives







Looks and performance! Low geared for accelera-
tion. Strong twin cantilevered frame, with special




Both loader and backhoe
scoops work Tractor steers
3”." long
BACK MASSAGER
8 settings—high. low or no heat;






With cab. Knee-action front
axle with steering. 9'/2" long.
3-PACK 
$187MAGICUBES
Three tubes, each with four
shots that revolve automa-
tically you can't forget
•
Phone 753-2571
Black &Becker -  
3/8" Power Drill














right down to her
long black hair.
Fully poseable—so
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UNSTOPPABLE—Tim Allred (45) of Symsonia was unstoppable Tuesday. Here, Willie Perry
defends as Richie Richardson (30) and Fronk Gilliam (52) watch. Allred had 35 points and a game-
high 11 rebounds in an awesome performance.
Staff Photos by Mae Brontioa)
Four-Corner Tactics By Notre Dame
Sends Hoosiers To Another Defeat
By The Associated Press
A "four-corner offense" put
the Indiana Hoosiers on the
ropes and a "zone" delivered
the knockout punch.
That is what it took for




The defeat was the third
straight for the No. 16
Hoosiers, their longest losing
streak in five years.
Toby Knight, who came off
the bench and scored a
career-high 23 points, paced
the Irish, 6-0. Dave Batton
scored 18 points.
All-American Kent Benson
led Indiana with 18 points.
Benson did not score during
nearly 13 minutes at the start
of the game.
Indiana committed 22
turnovers in the first half.
"Notre Dame is a very
quick team," Indiana Coach
Bobby Knight added. -Duck
Williams has quick hands and
quick feet."
In other college basketball
games Tuesday night, Tom
Cutter scored 14 points,
leading Western Michigan to a
65-56 victory over Toledo;









Di ifi.i.4 Shopping Cotner
handed out 10 assists and
grabbed eight rebounds,
sparking Columbia to a 90-62
decision over Manhattan;
Clemson routed Buffalo 98-67
as Wayne "Tree" Rollins and
Stan Rome combined for 42
points; Blair Martineau
pumped in 28 points, pacing
Utah State over Utah 92-90.
Also, Tom Schneeberger
scored a career-high 28 points,
helping Air Force beat Regis
College 79-64; Edgar Jones' 21
points led Nevada-Reno past
North Dakota State 101-94, and
Greg Ballard tossed in 17
points and grabbed 12
rebounds, leading pregon to a
-61-51 victory over Cal State-
Fullerton.
In a doubleheader at the
Palestra in Philadelphia,
Marty Stahurski's two free
throws and a clutch steal
started an 8-0 streak that
propelled Temple over Navy
55-54 and Princeton defeated
Villanova 77-74 as Bob
Kleinert made 12 of 12 free
throws.
At Madison Square Garden
in New York, Duke beat
Connecticut 64-59 in overtime
in the opener of a
doubleheader as Jim
Spanarkel and Mike Gminsky
scored 20 points apiece. In the
second game, Fordham
defeated Brown 84-80 in
overtime behind Tom
Kavanagh's 19 points.
TOO CLOSE—Brett Horcourt (11) of the Tigers was whistled
for a personal foul here as he makes body contact with big
Janes Whittemore (55) of Symsonia. Watching is Lindsey Hud-
speth (32) of the Tigers
Stott Photos by MA* klantion)
Hot-Shooting Tim Allred And
Symsonia Upset Murray High
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Most basketball coaches are
quite upset when they lose a
game.
Such was not the case with
Cary Miller Tuesday night as
he watched his Murray High
Tigers fall 87-74 at Symsonia.
Why should he have been
upset? The Rough Riders shot
49 times in the game, hit 31 of
them and did it all with hands
in their faces.
The simple fact is Symsonia
was unbeatable by anyone
Tuesday night. Miller pulled
every stop. His Tigers came
out playing a man-to-man
defense in the first quarter.
The Rough Riders hit 10 of 13
field goal attempts and rushed
out to a 22-10 lead at the end of
the quarter.
In the second quarter,
Miller sent his team to a zone
defense. The Rough Riders
still hit eight of 16 and both
teams scored on even terms in
the period, giving Symsonia a
44-32 halftime lead.
Miller used the press, but
even that failed to turn the
momentum of the game.
Was there anything left
Miller could have done to stop
Symsonia"
"I suppose I could have
prayed a little more, that's the
only thing I know," the Tiger
coach said.
"We had our hands in their
faces and played pretty good
defense for most of the game.
We tried just about everything
we had. They just beat us and
they really deserved to win the
game," Miller said.
The score was tied once in
the game, at 2-2. After that,
-the Rough Riders' lead was
never less than nine points or
never more than 16.
Once in the first half, the
Riders were up 40-24 then
midway through the third
period, Coach Don Butler's
Symsonia club held a 56-40
cushion.
The loud throng of Symsonia
fans did get a major scare
once in the game.
With 2:04 left in the third
period, the Rough Riders were
Going Out Of SALE
Business
Entire Stock Must Go!!!



















leading 58-47 when 6-41,1
jumping lack center James
Whittemore injured his ankle
when he was fouled by Brett
Harcourt of the Tigers.
Whittemore was removed
from the game and Jeff
Downing came in to hit the two
foul shots to make it 60-47.
That was one of the key points.
The Rough Riders main-
tained their poise under the
Tiger pressure and carried -a
64-53 lead into the final
quarter. Then Whittemore
came back in the game and
combined with the un-
believable play of 6-4 Tim
Allied, the Riders were not to
be beaten.
Allred, who was simply
awesome, had 35 points and
grabbed off 17 rebounds.
A short jumper by Allred
left Symsonia with a 68-53 lead
in the first minute of the last
frame. Frank Gilliam and
Raymond Sims both hit two
free throws and Sims came
back with a 20-footer and
suddenly with 6:50 left in the
game, it was 68-59.
But again, Symsonia han-
dled the pressure and scored
the next four points to take
away any momentum Murray
might have had. In the final
4:30 of the game, Whittemore,
Richie Richardson, Lindsey
Hudspeth, Raymond Sims and
Brett Harcourt all fouled out.
Obviously, the officials had
previous experience as
policemen, since they blew
their whistles so much. A total
of 53 fouls were called in the
contest.
Three other Rough Riders
scored in double figures
besides Allred. Roger Mc-
Manus had 17points, Whit-
temore 12 and Mike Jones 11.
For the Tigers, Gilliam had
21, Bill McHugh 16, Hudspeth
11, Brett Harcourt 10 and Sims
10.
"Chris McClure and Greg
Ramage really did a good job
in moving the ball for us after
we ran into some foul
trouble," Rough Rider Coach
Don Butler said.
"Both of them are junior
varsity guards. Allred scored
EITHER WAY—Raymond Sims (10) of the Tigers shows he
con use both hands as he drives on Jeff Downing (23k of Sym-
sonia. Lindsey Hudspeth f 3 2 ) moves under for the rebound
white Mike Jones (51) of the Riders winches Sins shoot.
THREE WILDCATS ON ONE LAKER —Gienn Olive (33) drives
for a loyup while Freddie Wilson (43) and Bill Stations (52) try
to make it difficult. Mike Wells (45) is in position for a possible
rebound. Action like this highlighted the Laker win over the
Wildcats.
a lot but more important, he
had 17 rebounds.
"This game was really quite
similar to the one we played
here last year with Murray.
We led for most of the game
last year then Murray pressed
us and we lost the game in the
last quarter.
"But this time, we were able
to get a few buckets off the
press. I really thought we
were quite lucky to control it
the way we did," Butler ad-
ded.
The top Symsonia guard,
Mark McManus, has been
out of action for about three
weeks and should be back by
next week's Paducah
Christmas Tournament.
Symsonia carried an 8-2
record into the game, having
been beaten 89-73 at Lowes
last Friday.
"First of all, their loss
against Lowes meant a lot to
them. They were probably
more ready to play than we
were," Miller said.
"They've got an awfully fine
basketball team. They would
have been awfully hard for
anybody to beat tonight. Our
kids realized they got out-
played but we didn't quit. We
stayed in and hustled and
worked.
"When we gut a break, we'd
miss a shot then they'd go
down and score and we just
couldn't quite catch up to
within striking distance. I
don't think we were patient
enough. We made several runs
at them but then we'd force
the shot or make some type of
error on offense," Miller
added.
The  Rough Riders will face 
their biggest game of The
season Friday when they visit
Mayfield.
The Tigers, now 3-1, will
open play in the Laker In-
vitational Thursday by
meeting Carlisle County.
"Carlisle is in a position
where they'll certainly
remember the defeat we gave
them a couple of weeks ago,"
Miller said.
"We missed a lot of good
shots tonight. They would just
roll in and come back out. But
even yet, we didn't play as
well as we did in our first three
games," Miller said.
"But, I think we'll be ready
for Thursday night," Miller
added.
In the preliminary game,
the Tiger junior varsity
cruised to a 46-30 victory.
lesriey
tg ft pi If
Suns 3 4 5 141
McHugh 11 0 4 16
h Harcourt 4 2 5 lb
GIlharn 6 9 3 21
Richardson 1 4 9 6
Hudspeth 5 1 5 11
Perry 0 0 1 0
E Harcourt  0 1 0
Totals 2-7 zo 29 74
Symms.*
fg ft pf pp
Allred 14 7 3 35
Whattemore 4 4 5 12
Jones 3 5 4 11
Mc Man us 7 1 4 17
Mellurv 2 1 1 5
Downing 1 2 2 4
Rai= 0 3 5 3
31 35 34 IP
M tr ray 10 72 21 21-74
Syrnsorua 22 22 n 21—C
OFF THE PRESS— Bill McHugh stole the ball off the press late
in the third quarter and drove for on easy basket here. Too
late to stop the ploy was Greg Ramage
Riders,
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I .ong Sleeve & Short






USE OUR lAYAWAY PLAN, NO SERVICE CHARGE!
(25) of the Rough
P. N. HIRSCH a CO.
3rd & Broadway Paducah, Ky.
(Shift Pliort• by Sorry Maw Drew V'
Olympic Plaza
•
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Cash Give Away
Register each tine you
ere in the store for the
$100 giverj away each week
Last Beuhah Calhoun
Winner Route 5, Murray
*Nothing to Buy *No Cards To Punch *AM You
Do Is Register Each Tine You Are In The Store
Drawing Wednesday at 5:00 p.m. New contest
Starts Thursday Morning.
• Employees of Parker' and their Families not eligible to
• •Adulis only may register. .You do not have to be
present to win.
—Also—
• Win Free Tickes
To The Kentucky Lake
Music Barn New Concord.
We will draw 10 names











































1 Lb. Box 3 for $1 ®
Save 294
Prices Good Thursday, December 16 through Wednesday, December 22
Prairie Farms
Whipping Cream



































50 oz. $129 Save 36'
Godchaux
Pure Cane
t r • 
Sugar 't
4 5Lb.Bag7 Save 604
With $10 Ortler
Or More






4 . $ 1. 59
48 oz 
\ a











They will be ready

















AT 'THE CROPS•IN. PRICES
Yellow Ripe






Cranberries 1 Lb. Ba939
FROZEN FOODS
EASY- DELICIOUS
Frosty Acres Fresh Grated
























"lfYouMatc ur 0ua ou ant :eat ur rice *
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•
January 2 Is Effective Date For TVA Rate Schedules
TVA is notifying local power
distributors that January 2
will be the effective date fore
the modified power rate
schedules that were proposed
in 1975 and presented in final
form in a TVA statement on
rate policies issued in early
October of this year.
The revisions that have been
made will have little effect on
power bills of most con-
sumers. Most of the local
electric systems that
distribute TVA power are
adopting revised rate
schedules that correspond
closely to the retail rates they
have been using, TVA said.
However, cold weather in the
next few months,.jeill mean
increased energy use and will
therefore result in higher bills.
In some cases local
distributors that need more
revenue to meet their costs
are moving to the next higher
retail rate level in adopting
the revised rates, but the
resulting effect on overall rate






What does social security
mean to you?
When most people think
about social security, they
think only of older people,
retirement and medicare. But
this does not give a true pic-
ture of what social security
has to offer.
Social Security benefits can
also be a valuable source of
Income for the young worker
and certain members of his
family.
Suppose a young father of
two small children, ages three
and five, was killed in an
accident in July, 1976. If his
average yearly earnings were
$6,000, his widow and children
would receive about $631 per
month in social security
benefits, or over $7,500 each
year. Any of the widow's
earnings above $230 per month
would reduce her portion of
the benefit by $1 for every $2
excess, however.)
By the time the oldest child
reaches age 18, this family
could have received over
$98,000. It's likely that the
family would get higher
monthly benefits in future
years, however, because the
social security law now
provides for automatic benefit
increases as the cost of living
increases.
Also, the children could
continue to receive benefits
until age 22 if they stay in
school. Though the widow's
benefit terminates when the
youngest child reaches age 18,
it can be resumed when she
reaches age 60.
As you can see, social
security is available at any
age for people who have a loss
of income and have worked
the required amount of time
under social security. If you
have any questions you may
call your local social security
office. The telephone number
for the Paducah office is 443-
7506. The telephone number
for the Mayfield office is 247-
8095.
The Buddhist cave temples
known as the Ajanta caves are
famous for their wall paintings
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discussions over the past three
years between local power
distributors and TVA. The
modifications are not intended
to increase TV A's wholesale
revenues. They were designed
mainly to simplify some rate
schedules, modify some
provisions to reflect present
cost conditions, and give local
power distributors some in-
crease in their margin of
revenues over wholesale
power costs to cover increases
in other expenses.
Revised rate schedules have
now been approved by local
electric systems serving a
majority of the region's two
and one-half million power
consumers. However, some of
the power distributors have
opposed one provision of the
revised wholesale rate
schedule that increases rental
charges for facilities provided
by TVA where the local
system takes power at
voltages below the bulk
transmission voltage used in
transmitting power from TVA
generating plants.
This provision was designed
to reflect more accurately the
relative costs of delivering
wholesale power at various
voltages. Ultimately it will
mean that somewhat more of
this cost will be borne by
systems taking power at lower
voltages, and less by other
local systems that have in-
vested in facilities to take
power at higher voltages.
However, only a small per-
centage of total wholesale
power costs is Involved.
The original proposal. was
later revised to defer the-in-
crease in rental charges for
seven years on present power
loads served from existing
TVA facilities, then add it
gradually to wholesale
charges for those power loads.
This approach is to permit a
smooth transition for
distributors that now depend
on TVA to provide these
facilities, and to give them
time to prepare to take power
at higher voltages if they
choose.
From extensive studies and
negotiations with distributors.
TVA has concluded that in
most cases distributors can
provide the necessary
facilities to meet their in-
dividual needs at less cost
than TVA can With lower
costs holding down electric
rates, TVA is encouraging
distributors to study plans for
taking power at higher
voltages
ri
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A Good Sleeping Bog
For Tly. Young Camper
Flushed Size
30" x 69"




























































No. G34-4-Place Rack With Drawer — Top quality
hardwood with hand rubbed walnut finish. heavy
felt on brackets for gun protection, w-lock and key.






Contains 20 exclusive assorted
Kindness rollers allows you to






















Shot 1/6 to 13114
Needed- Zip Froot
$28"




Piping hot lather in seconds for









Rechargeable, over 2 weeks of
Stases per charge, shaves with
or without cord 36 rotary razor
blades




'It4441:). Super Max 2
Styler/Dryir
800 watts, 3 styling at-
tachments, brush and 2
combs for fast, easy
styling.
Model 918 $ 1 595
Sale





Pound Boo Fillod 1 Powid Boo
Doha it Nord
low Choice Solo 694
'orations Brut 33 splash on fotool





Model 2100 $ 1 1 57
Christmas Specials
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Funeral services for Hester
Thomas Kendall of Murray
Route Five are being held
today at one p. m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
R. J. Burpoe officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Larry Kendall, Frank Ken-
dall, James Sills, Willie
Kendall, Keith Dowdy, and
John Dowdy, all grandsons.
Burial will be in the Day
Cemetery in Graves County.
Mr. Kendall, age 87, died
Monday about 11:30 a. m. in a
fire that destroyed his home
near Cherry Corner. He was a
retired farmer and a member
of the Primitive Baptist
Church. Born August 21, 1889,
in Graves County, he was the
son of the late Thomas Ken-





Route Eight, Mrs. R. L.
(Martha) Dowdy, Murray
Route Five, and Mrs. Don
(Katherine) Anderson,
Payson, Arizona; three sons,
tad of Indianapolis, Ind.,
David of Aviston, Ill., and
Fred of Minneapolis, Minn.; a
daughter-in-law, Mrs. R. C.
Kendall, Murray Route Two;




Record Car And Truck
Mrs. Nannie McCoy Sales Predicted, 1977
Dies Here Today
Mrs. Nannie McCoy of 1511
Sycamore Street, Murray,
died this morning at 5:05 at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 84 years of
age.
The Murray woman was a
member of the First Baptist
Church and had served as
secretary of the Primary
Department of the Sunday
School for many years. Mrs.
McCoy was employed by the
Gladys Scott Dress Shop and
later by the present Style Shop
before her retirement.
Mrs. McCoy is survived by
two sans, Allen McCoy, 1511
Sycamore Street, Murray, and
Bill McCoy, Mansfield, Ohio;




The J. H. Churchill Funeral





Federal State Market News Service
December 15,1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act, 963 Est. 600 Barrows &
Gilts .50-.75 higher Sows steady .50
higher
US 1-2 200-ZIO lbs. . $39.00-39.251ew 39.50
US 1-3200-240 the $38.50-39.00
US 2.4 240-260 lbs. ......  337.50-38.50
US 3-4200.280 lbs.  336.50-37.50
Sows
US 1-2370-350 lbs. ...... 325.00-26.90
U&4-3-300-460Ibe 325.90-25.50
US 1-3 450.050 lbs. .125.50.36.00 few 26.50
US 2-3 300-500 lbs. .  924.00-25.00
Boars 14.00-16.00 mostly 15.00
DETROIT )AP) - As the
auto industry reported its
strongest sales pace for an
early December in seven
years, General Motors Corp.
on Tuesday predicted record
U.S. car and truck sales in
1977.
In contrast to trimmed
forecasts issued recently by
other automakers, GM
Chairman Thomas A. Murphy
said he was raising his
estimate 250,000 units to
nearly 14.8 million domestic
and imported sales next year.
The current record of 14.6
million vehicles came in 1973
and was followed by a severe
two-year recession.
Murphy also announced a
record $3 billion in capital
expenditures planned for 1977,
up 25 per cent from an
estimated $2.4 billion spent for
facilities and tools this year.
We have made this
commitment to growth
because we are convinced the
prospects for the economy and
the automobile industry in the
year ahead are very
favorable,"( he said. "Our
confidence has not been
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m.
354.1, up 0.1.
Below dam 305.1, down 0.5.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 353.6,
down 0.2.
Below-dam 315,4, up 1.6.
Sunset 4:41. Sunrise 7:03.
Moon rises Wednesday 12:39
a. m., sets 12:36 p. m.
diminished at all, nor has the
consumer's confidence, which
is all important."
Meanwhile, the four U.S.
automakers reported car
sales during the Dec. 1-10
period totaled 211,528, up 1 per
cent from a year ago. The
daily r,ate of 23,503 units was
the highest for the period since
1969. -
"It's not a spectacular
performance, but it's good for
this time of year and shows
considerable improvement
over the daily tempo we'd
expect," said one industry
analyst.
Ironically, GM, which has
been leading the industry's
recovery, reported a 1 per
cent decline in early
December sales from a 'ear
ago, its first period decline
since August 1975. GM blamed
the drop on a Chevrolet dealer
contest a year ago which
produced strong sales, adding
that sales in the full month
would be "considerably
better" than last year.
Ford Motor Co. reported a 5
per cent sales gain for the
period, its first increase since
mid-September, when it was
struck for 28 days by the
United Auto Workers.
Chrysler Corp., which
reported a 9 per cent increase,
said Tuesday it was revising
its assembly schedules for
January to increase light duty
truck and sport utility model
production. It also said it
would close two plants the
week of Jan. 3 to balance
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A tuba ensemble of seve
players will present a
program of Christmas -music
on Saturday, December 18, at
1:00 p. m. in front of Rose's
Department Store in the
Central Shopping Center. The
players will perform on tubas
and euphoniums, offering
arrangements of Christmas
carols and other Christmas
music.
The idea for such a
Christmas celebration was the
idea of Harvey Phillips, tubist
from Indiana University. Last
year a national gathering of
tubists _ played Christmas
mu.snic at Rockefeller Center in
New York City. This year the
gathering will be held in
Chicago.
Since there are a number of
interested players in the
Murray-Paducah area, the
idea was borrowed to give a
MERRY TURACEIRISTMAS
to the people of Murray, a
lo yl spokesman said.
The ensemble will be under
the direction of Carl Mowery
who invites everyone to come
and hear some unusual
Christmas music.
(STOCK MARKEn
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Tunes by I. M. Simon Co. are as follows:
Indus. Av  -1.83
Airco 295 +4
Mn. Motors 4 unc
Ashland Oil 3IT. -4
A. T. & T. 84% unc
Ford Motor 594 +3/4
Gen. Dynamics 52 -44
Gen. Motors 75% A*
Gen. Tire Ws Ati
Goodrich 26% - -4
Gtit Oil 28% unc
Pennwalt 311/2 -4
Quaker Oats 73% -44
Republic Steel 31½ +Is
Singer Mfg. 18% wica Tappan Co. 9% 4-1,
Western Union 19 unc
Zenith Radio 28% -4
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT. today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, are as follows: r
fieublein Mt. 40 +k4
McDonald, Corp. 52's -1- 1,
Ponderosa Systems 7% wic
Kimberly Clark 
Union Carbide 614 +½
W. R. Grace 27% -4
Texaco 274 -4
General Elec. 53% -%
GAF Corp 13 -46
Georgia Pacific th .37% -%
Pfizer 
Jim Walters 39 -'41
Kirsch 18% unc
Disney 46% .4
Franklin Mint 27% As
Fatal Accident
GLASGOW, Ky. (AP) - A
39-year-old Michigan man was
killed in a three-vehicle traffic
accident on Kentucky 6880
about three miles west of here
Monday night, police said.
The victim was identified as
Kelly Arnold.
Two other persons, Peggy
Thomas, 20, of Smith's Grove,
and Leroy , Payne, 34, of
Glasgow, were injured and
taken to a hospital.
They were reported in fair
condition Monday night.
inventories of its Volare and
Aspen models.
American Motors Corp.
posted a 23 per cent sales
decline for the early
December period. Small-car
specialist AMC, which has
been in a deep slump all year,
said Gremlin and Pacer Miles
in the past month nave gone
up 19 per cent over the
preivious month because of a
$253 price cut and rebates.
For the year-to-date, in-
dustry sales are up 23 per cent
from 1975. Chrysler is up 31
per cent, GM 27 per cent and
Ford 13 per cent, while AMC
was off 24 per cent.
Murphy said domestic and
foreign vehicle sales in the
United States this year would
total 13.3 million, up 20 per
cent from 1975. He predicted
car sales next year would be
11.25 million and trucks 3.5
million, compared with
estimated 1978 sales of 10.1
million cars and a record 3.2
million trucks. He said import
car sales this year would total
about 1.5 million and be about
the same in 1977.
'For'd this week cut its 1977
sales-forecast by 300,000 units
to 14.3 million, citing low in-
terest in small cars and
shortages of big ones.
Chrysler previously lowered





REHEARS1NG-Members of the Faculty Piano Trio at Murray State University are
shown during a rehearsal in preparation for a concert on the campus. They are (from
left) Neale Mason, cellist, David Nelson, violinist, and Thomas Baker, pianist. The trio
AI appear in concert Thursday at 8:15 p. m. in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Dental Technician's First
Love Is Playing The Fiddle
DUNBAR, W. Va. (AP) -
Bobby Taylor works as a
dental technician, but his first
love is fiddling.
And when cold-tive fiddle
enthusiasts close their eyes,
some of them say they swear
they're listening to Clark
Kessinger, perhaps the best
old-time fiddler ever.
The reason is simple.
Bobby, 24, was a student of
Kessinger's before the old
fiddler died in June 1975.
'Bobby was one of the few
people Kessinger ever taught.
Now, Kessinger's protege is
getting a reputation of his
own.
He won the old-time fiddle
contest in Bluefield in 1974.
This past June, he took top
_....honors at the old-time fiddle
contest in Lewisburg. Last
month, he was named the top
old-time West Virginia fiddler
at a festival sponsored by the
West Virginia University
Foundation at Morgantown.
He won over Wirt County's
Glenn Smith, who for years
has been known as the king of
the Mountain State's old-time
fiddlers.
Bobby won the contest with
"Red Bird," a Clark
Kessinger tune.
Kessinger's career as a fid-
dle player spanned 50 years.
A native West Virginian, he
was., three times the world •
champion fiddler, having won
those titles at the fiddler's
contest in Union Grove,- N.C.
He also captured a national
fiddler's championship in the
late 60's at Weiser, Idaho.
Kessinger appeared on
national television, including -
the Today show, in the late
160s. He also appeared on the
Grand 01' Opry and was well-
known at old-time music
festivals across the country.
In 1970, a stroke forced
Kessinger to give up traveling
and remain at his St. Albans
home, for the most part. It
was during the last five years
of his life that he tutored
Taylor.
"Clark didn't show too
many people any of his fiddle
styles," Taylor said. -"But he
seemed to like me from the
beginning. He mostly taught
me his bow techniques since
the hand he used for the
strings was partially
paralyzed by the stroke." -
Kessinger also was
egocentric, Taylor said. "He
didn't think much of other
fiddlers. There was only one -
the late Blind Ed Haleey of
Ashland, Ky. - who he ad-
mitted was better than he
was."
Today, Taylor surrounds
himself with memories of the
world-famous fiddler. He has
nearly every record Kessinger
ever cut..
"Kessinger was a legend
before he died," said Taylor.
"He's a legend today and I
about him a hundred years
from now."
Taylor said he's been
playing the fiddle since he was
16. He sought out Kessinger,
who didn't live far from his
home. He listened to
Kessinger's advice and said
he soon found he was able to
play the complicated
mountain tunes in the com-
plicated way Kessinger
suspect they'll still be talking played them.
Crossword Puzzler Answer to Tuesday s Puzzle
ACROSS time
1 A state DOWN
tabbr 1 Speck
4 Athletic 2 Elected
2r0Up 3 Females
8 Transaction 4 Pronoun
12 Eggs 5 Organ ot
13 Detest hearing
14 Butter 6 Near












log I 21 Spendthrift
25 Commit 22 Attempt
depreda- 23 Macaw
ttons 24 Fruit seed























50 Sea in Asia
52 Bishopric
53 Tear














33 Drunkard 46 Shallow
31 Crave, twos set
36 Gratify 47 Ocean
37 trowel 49 Prepostt
38 Lessen 5r A slate
39 City ,n Ita,, ebb,
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Individual Retirement
Account
Lot's say I'm solf-omployed, what can I deposit
to my IRA?
The same basic rules apply whether you are
employed by someone else or you are self-
employed. You may deposit up to 81500 in your
IRA or a maximum of 15 per cent of your earned
income in any one year. However, you may not
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Billy Duty Seeking Top Position
As Head Of UMW Organization
HART'S CREEK, W. Va.
(AP) — Billy Duty is a
member of the United Mine
Workers rank and file — a
man who's spent better than
25 years underground and who
now wants to come up on top.
The very tiptop, that is.
He wants to be the UMW's
next president,/and he's now
actively seeking support.
Duty knows he faces an
uphill fight, but just the fact
that this rugged Wayne
County resident would even
entertain such a thought is
indicative of where the union
is today, five years after the
demise of W. A. '' TONY"
Boyle.
His candidacy not only
reveals 'the extent of the
sweeping democratization
introduced with the election of
Arnold Miller, but also the
extent of the deterionzation of
the unity that prevailed im-
mediately after Miller's
ascension to the presidency.
Not only are the union's
leaders now at each other's





settlements next year ex-
ceeding this year's average
increases of 8 to 9 per cent in
the first contract year could
contribute to worsening in-
increase in wage
challenge Miller in the UMW's
upcoming June election, and
Duty says he feels the
membership will have an even
wider choice by the time June
rolls around.
"I worked hard in the
reform movement to get
Arnold Miller elected," he
said, but he hasn't done the
job. I told him that to his face.
Take the last contract, for
example. He said he'd gotten
the whole apple but I feel the
package was only half full.
"Take the difference bet-
ween the pensions for the old
and the young. I could retire
right now, at 48, at double
what the old miner gets. Why
should Arnold Miller allow an
offset to be put in the con-
tract? These old timers made
the union, They went into the
mines when there wasn't such
a thing as a bradish cloth. I
personally feel Miller didn't
demand enough royalty from
the coal operators."
In order to get on the ballot,
Duty must be nominated by at
least 20 UMW locals. He has
%tient the past few weeks
^ some locals, telling
-a what he feels to
he union and
asking for their support.
"I've been -getting a good
response," he said. "I tell
thtm I'll do eyerything that's
in my power to help them but
I don't make any campaign
promises. I'm a working man,
not a politician."
He also characterizes
himself as being "a fighter
who has a good record of
fighting for my brothers when
they wouldn't fight for
themselves. I also have the
other kind of record, too. I've
made moonshine and I've shot
a man."
But he says such activity is
now far behind him. He's too
busy working to support his
wife and seven kids.
"I've been the president of a
local and I'm on the safety
committee at my mine — the
Bethlehem Mines Corp. mine
at Van, Boone county — and
from what I can see, the men
want a change. We've got to do
something about the wildcat
strikes for one thing. I'm for
the right to strike, but these
strikes are killing us finan-
cially."
Duty said he felt strongly
that the UMW construction
workers should be able to keep
eep Pay
xt Year
expected to be a major con-
-act goal next year. Some
ions are expected to follow
• example set by the United
'o Workers this year in
ning agreement toward a
ter work week at full pay.
hue most forecasts call for
'rally smooth sailing next







trio year's 8 per cent level. In
1975, settlements averaged 10
per cent in the first contract
year.
Because of high unem-
ployment and the threat of
new layoffs, job security is demands.
olitical turbulence within
leadership of, the United
inc Workers, mixed with the
raditional militancy of the
rank-and-file and a set of
ambitious bargaining goals
make a nationwide coal mine
shutdown next December a
possibility, according to the
experts.
Heavy bargaining in the
construction industry begins
in April, with talks peaking in
June, when 315,000 workers
will be under expiring con-
tracts. The industry is still
suffering the effects of the
recession, with unem-
ployment remaining near 15
per cent, factors that are
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:13
their hospital cards for at
least a year after finishing a
job or being laid off.
As it is now," he said,
"they can just get rid of a man
and he loses his hospital card.
Things like that would change
if I was president."
Like many miners, he
drives more than 100 miles a
day to and from his home, on
the Lincoln-Wayne line. He
says he feels miners should
get some consideration for
having to travel such
distances.
And above all, he said he's
beholden to no one.
"I don't have any money or
any big corporations behind
me. I'm just a coal miner. I
come home after work and
take a bath in a big tub in the
kitchen. But I'll tell you one
thing, if I was the union
president I'd bust a gut to get
the men what they want. And




U.S. District Judge James F.
Gordon has ruled that nurses
aides, at the Owensboro-
Daviess County Hospital are
not entitled to the same pay as
orderlies.
Gordon ruled Monday that,
in accordance with a U.S.
Supreme Court decision,
federal pay statutes do not
apply in such cases.
The nurses aides filed suit
several months ago, con-
tending that they perform the
same work as orderlies but for
less pay.
GIANT OIL PAOTFORM—The huge Ninian Central platform being buih for Chevron Oil's Ninian North Sea oil field
is moored in Loch Carron, Scotland. Completed, it will weigh 400 000 tons.
1AI VA orelabotol
Advertising Campaign By Postal.
Service Seeks To Improve Image
WASHINGTOr; AP) — The
iadio commercial begins:
"Ten thousand dog bites.
That's the number of attacks
made upon mailmen last year.
Dog bites are painful not only,
to the letter carrier but to the
taxpayer who must pay for
lost wages and hospitalization
of the victims."
That's a sample of the ad-
vertising campaign that the
letter carriers' union is using
to try to improve the public For example, one
image of the Postal Service commercial asks for patience
and the letter carrier, if packages are delivered late.
-Worse than dogs these It notes that the Postal Service
people," James H.
Rademacher, president of the
National Association of Letter
Carriers, said in an interview
Tuesday. "People these days
are actually shooting at us if
we are late with their welfare
checks."
Most of the seven different
ads are designed to restore
faith in the mail service and
the people who deliver mail.
days are the growls of the has a greatly
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burden because of the strike urges.
against United Parcel Ser-
vice, its main competitor.
The commercial dealing
with the letter carrier's
perennial problem of dog bites
goes on to urge dog owners to
keep their pets leashed or
inside when the letter carrier
comes.
The same commercial also
notes that falls on steps and
porches caused 10,000 injuries
to letter carriers last year.
You can help your mail
carrier avoid these injuries by
keeping his path free of
obstacles, the commercial
East Side of Square
Murray Ky.
11,..”94 "
We Reseme The Right
To limit Quantities










easy to load, no set
The one-minute com-
mercials now are being
broadcast by 85 radio stations
once is day Rademacher
recorded the messages in one
of his last acts as president of
the 200,000-member union
He announced Tuesday that
J Joseph Vacca, executive
vice president, has been
elected to succeed hun Vacca
will take over next month
from Rademacher, who did
seek another term after
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850 Hand Held Hair Dryer
850 watts df power, two speeds,
attachments include styling
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rrunutesBuy A Complete Ouffit For The Perfect Gift!
Minnens Murray - Be! Air Center, Open Nights 8 Sundays 2 lb. bot $249
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Funeral services for Hester
Thomas Kendall of Murray
Route Five are being held
[Mai at .one p. m. at tha,
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
11 J. Burpoe officiating.
Serving- as pallbearers are
Larry Kendall, Frank Ken-
dall. James Sills, W,illie
Kendall, Keith Dowdy, and
John Dowdy*, talc grandsons.
Burial will be in the Day
Cemetery in Graves County.
Mr. Kendall, age 87, died
Monday about 11:30 a. m. in a
fire that destroyed his home
near Cherry Corner. He was a
retired farmer and a member
of the Primitive Baptist
Church. Born August 21, 1889,
in Graves County, he was the
son of the late Thomas Ken-





• Margaret) Sills, Murray
Route Eight, Mrs. R. L.
(Martha) "Dowdy, Murray
Route Five, and Mrs.- Don
(Katherine) Anderson,
Payson, Arizona; three sons,
Carl of Indianapolis, Ind.,
David of Aviston, Ill., and
Fred of Minneapolis, Minn.; a
daughter-in-law, Mrs. R. C.
Kendall, Murray Route Two;






Mrs. Nannie McCoy of 1511
Sycamore Street, Murray,
died this morning at 5:05 at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 84 years of
age.
The-Murray woman was a
member of the First Baptist
Church and had served as
secretary of the Primary
Department of the Sunday
School for many years. Mrs.
McCoy vtas ehiployed by the
Gladys Scott Dress Shop and
later by the present Style Shop
before her retirement.
Mrs. McCoy is survived by
two sons, -Allen McCoy, 1511
Sycamore Street, Murray 'and
Bill McCoy, Mansfield, Ohio;




The J. H. Churchill Funeral





Federal State Market News Service
December 15.1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts, Act.. 963 Est. 600 Barrows &
Gilts .50-.75 higher Sows steady .50
higher
US 1-2960-330 lbs. . 839 00.39.25 few 39.50
US 1-3 200-240 lbs. $38.3900
.US 2-4 240-260 $37 50.3850
US 3-4 200-280 I tts . . $3650.37 50
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. . . 125.00-2600
US 1-3 300450 lbs. . . . $5 00-25.50
US 1-3 450850 lbs. =5.50-26.00 f ew 26-50
US 2-3 300-500 I txs . $24 00-25.00.Boars 14.00-16.00 mostly 15.00 .
Record Car And Truck
Sales Predicted
DETROIT As the
auto industry reported its
strongest sales pace for an
early December in seven
years, General Motors Corp.,
on Tuesday predicted record
U.S. car and truck sales in
1977.
In contrast to trimmed
forecasts issued recently by
other automakers, GM
Chairman Thomas A. Murphy
said he was raising his
estimate 250,000 -units to
nearly 14.8 million domestic
and imported sales next year.
The current record of 14.6
million vehicles came in 1973
and was followed by a severe
two-year recession.
Murphy also announced a
record $3 billion in capital
expenditures planned for 1977,
-up 25 per cent from an
estimated $2.4 billion spent for
facilities and tools this year.
"We have made this
commitment to growth
because we are convinced the
prospects for the economy and
the automobile industry in the
year ahead are very
favorable," he said. "Our
confidence lies not been
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m.
354.1, up 0.1.
Below dam 305.1, down 0.5.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 353.6,
down 0.2,
Below dam 315.4, up 1.6.
Sunset 4:41. Sunrise 1103.
Moon rises Wednesday 12:39
a, m., sets 12:36 p. m.
diminished at all, nor has the
consumer's confidence, which
is all important."
Meanwhile, the four U.S.
automakers reported car
sales during the Dec. 1-10
period totaled 211,528, up 1 per
cent from a year ago. The
daily r,ate of 23,503 units was
the highest for the period since
1969.
"It's not a spectacular
performance, but it's good for
this time of year and shows
considerable improvement
over the daily tempo we'd
expect," said one industry
analyst.
Ironically, GM, which has
been leading the industry's
recovery, reported a 1 per
cent decline in early-.
December sales from a year
ago, its first period decline
since August 1975. GM blamed
the drop on a Chevrolet dealer
contest a year ago which
produced strong sales, adding
that sales in the full month
would be "considerably
better" than last year.
.Ford Motor Co. reported a 5
per cent sales gain for the
period, its first increase since
mid-September, when it was
struck for 28 days by the
United Auto Workers.
_ Chrysler Corp., which
repthed a 9 per cent increase,
said Tuesday it was revising
its assembly schedules for
January to increase light duty
_truck and sport utility model
production. It also said it
would close two -plants the
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inventories of its Volare and
Aspen models.
American Motors Corp.
posted a 23 per cent sales
decline for the early
December period. Small-car
specialist AMC, which has
been in a deep slump all year,
said Gremlin and Pacer sales
in the past mohth have gone
up 19 per Cent over the
preivious month because of a
$253 price cut and rebates.
For the year-to-date, in-
dustry sales are up n per cent
from 1975. Chrysler is up .31
per cent, GM 27 per cent and
Ford 13 per cent, while AMC
was off 24 per cent.
Murphy said domestic and
foreign vehicle sales in the
United States this year would
total 13.3 million, up 20 per
cent from 1975. He predicted
car sales next year would be
11.25 million and trucks 3.5
million, compared with
estimated 1976 sales of 101
million cars and a record 3.2
million trucks. He said import
car sales this year would total
about 1.5 million and be about
the same in 1977.
Ford this week cut its 1977
sales forecast by 300,000 units
to 14.3 million, citing low in-
terest in small cars and
shortages of big ones.
Chrysler previously lowered





A tuba ensemble of seven
players will present a
program of Christmas music
on Saturday, December 18, at
1:00 p. m. in front of Rose's
Department Store in the
Central Shopping Center. The
players will perform on tubas
and euphoniums, offering
arrangements of Christmas
carols and other Christmas
music.
The idea for such a
Christmas celebration was the
Idea ofliarvey-Phtilips; tubist--
from Indiana University. Last
year a national gathering of
tubists played Christmas
music at Rockefeller Center in
New York City. This year the
gathering will be held in
Chicago.
Since there are a number of
interested players in the
Murray-Paducah area, the
idea was borrowed to give a
MERRY TUBACHRISTMAS
to the people of Murray, a
local spokesman said.
The ensemble will be under
the direction of Carl Mowery
who invites everyone to come
and hear some unusual
Christmas music.
(STOCK MARKET)
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger 8,
Times by I. M. Simon Co. areas follows.
Indus. Av , ....... . . -1.63
Airco • n,s
Am. Motors 1 unc
Ashland 011 
A. T. & T. &Ps unc
Ford Motor .....
Gm. Dynamics 52 J.
certootors  753* -`
Gen. Tire  . 261s -1.
Goodrich. ...... 26'.
Gulf Oil .  281. unc
Pennwalt ..... . . 31'2
Quaker Oats  •. 234 -0..
Republic Steel . 
Singer Mfg. .....   ISN unc
Tappan Co.  .91 +
Western Union  19 unc
Zenith Radio SP*
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT. today. framishen to the Ledger ,&
"[Imes by First of Michigan. Corp., of
Murray, are as follows
Heublem Inc . .. 40 -4- k•
McDorialds Corp 5212 +14
Ponderosa Systems . 718 unc
Kimberly Clark .. 124. 4-1.
Union Carbide
W. R. Grace  274. -4.
Texaco ... .. . 271., -4,
General Elec. . 531. -4
GAF Corp 
Georgia Pacific 3741 -4.
Pfizer --- '27°.s -as
Jim Walters 39 -L4
Kirsch 181. unc
Disney 4611 -N
Franklin Mint  2734 -36
faTai Accident
GLASGOW, Ky. (AP) - A
39-year-old Michigan man was
killed in a three-vehicle traffic
accident on Kentucky 6880
about three miles west of here
Monday night, police said.
The victim was identified as
Kelly Arnold.
Two other persons, Peggy
Thomas, 20, of Smith's Grove,
and Leroy Payne, 34, of
Glasgow, were injured and
...taken to a hospital.
They were reported in fair
REHEARSING-Members of the Faculty Piano Trio at Murray State University are
shown during a rehearsal in preparation for a concert on the campus. They are (from
left) Neale Mason, cellist, David Nelson, violinist, and Thomas Baker, pianist. The trio
will appear in concert Thursday at 8:15 p. m. in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Dental Technician's First
Love Is Playing The Fiddle
DUNBAR, W. Va. (AP) -
Bobby Taylor works as a
dental technician, but his first
love is fiddling.
And when cOld-tive fiddle
enthusiasts close their eyes,
some of them say they swear
they're listening to Clark
• Kessinger,' perhaps- the best
old-time fiddler ever.
The reason is simple.
Bobby, 24, was a student of
Kessinger's before the old
fiddler died in June 1975.
Bobby was one of the few
people Kessinger ever taught.
Now, Kessinger's protege is
getting a reputation of his
own. •
Be won the old-time fiddle
contest in Bluefield in 1974.
This past June, he took top
honors at the old-time fiddle
contest in Lewisburg. Last
month, he was named the top
old-time West Virginia fiddler
at a festival sponsored by the
West Virginia University
Foundation at Morgantown.
He won over Wirt County's
Glenn Smith, who for years
has been known as the king of
the Mountain State's old-time
fiddlers.
Bobby won the contest with
"Red Bird," a Clark
K ess pig er_thne_. _
Kessinger's Career as a fid-
dle player spanned 50 years.
A nativ, West Virginian, he
was three times the world
champion fiddler, having won
those titles at the fiddler's
contest in Union Grove, N.C.
He also captured a national
fiddler's championship in the
late 60's at Weiser, Idaho.
Kessinger appeared on
national television, including
the Today show, in the late
160s. He also appeared on the
Grand 01' Opry and was well-
known at old-time music
festivals across the country.
In 1910._ a stroke forced
Kessinger to give up traveling
and remain at his St. Albans
home, for the most part. It
wa_during the last five years
of his life that he tutored
Taylor. '
"Clark didn't show too
many people any of his fiddle
styles," Taylor said. "But he
seemed to like-The from the.
beginning. He mostly taught
me his bow techniques since
the hand he used for the
strings was partially
paralyzed by the stroke."
Kessinger alscr was
egocentric. Taylor said. "He
dtdn't think much of other
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the late Blind Ed Haleey of
Ashland, Ky. - who he ad-
mitted was better than he
was."
Today, Taylor surrounds
himself with memories of the
world-famous fiddler. He has
nearly every record Kessinger
ever cut.
"Kessinger . was a legend
before he died," said Taylor.
"He's a legend today and I
suspect they'll still be talking
about him a hundred years
from now."
Taylor said he's been
playing the fiddle since he was
16. He sought out Kessinger,
who didn't live far from his
home. He listened to
Kessinger's advice and .said
he soon found he was able to
play the complicated
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ndividual Retirement
Account
Let's say I'm self-employed, what can I deposit
to my IRA?
The same basic rules apply whether "tiby u are
employed by someone else or you are self-
employed. You may deposit up to $1500 in your
IRA or a maximum of 15 per cent of your earned
income in any one year. However, you may not
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PROVO, Utah (,AP) — Gary
Mark Gilmore 'hopes the third
time will prove the charm
when he gets his latest date
with death from the judge who
has sentenced him twice
before.
The 36-year-old Death Row
inmate, eating again and
pleased that the U.S. Supreng
Court lifted his stay of
execution, had a scheduled
court appearance today
before District Judge Robert
J. Bullock, who sentenced him
to face a firing squad on Nov.
15 and Dec. 7.
But Gilmore's mother and
at least one group opposed to
capital punishment hoped
legal action would once again
keep him from fulfilling his
wish to die swiftly rather than
spend his life in jail for killing
a Provo motel clerk last July.
Lawyers for Bessie Gilmore
of Milwaukie, Ore., on
Tuesday asked the U.S.
Supreme Court to reconsider
its Monday decision lifting its
stay.
Shirley Pedler, executive
director of the Utah American
Civil Liberties Union, said the
ACLU was considering court
-action to stop the execution.
Attorney Tom Jones, fired
last month by Gilmore, is
seeking a stay of execution in
' the state Supreme Court.. The
ACLU,has asked to intervene
in that action as a friend of the
court.
Gilmore, who has spent 18
years in penal institutions,
asked his lawyers to drop a
motion filed last week seeking
his release on a legal
technicality — that the state
didn't execute him within 60
days of sentencing as required
by Utah law.
Attorney Ronald Stanger
said qiknore tvld him he
broke alast he had started on
Nov. 19 becauses he was
happy about the court ruling




allow him to telephone his
girlfriend, Nicole Barrett. '
Prison officials told him they
would try to get information
on Mrs. Barrett, who was
admitted to a state mental
hospital after the lovers took
sleeping pills in a suicide pet
on Nov. 16, nye day after he
was to have died.
That execution order had
been stayed by the state
Supreme Court on Nov. 8,
rescinded two days later at
Gilmore's request, and then
stayed again on Nov. 11 by
outgoing Gov. Calvin Ram-
pton. •
Just Received
in time for Christmas
The Speed'n Action Machine
Honda's Kick'n Go
$2995 - $3995
Grand Opening Dec. 17-18 Register
Anytime For Drawing Sat. Dec. 18
OVERBY HONDA SALESSERVICE
801 S. 4th St. • 15364092
OPENS to ; ARV • FRIDAYS TO RPM
Rodicrl and 12••,1,, 4 )-,im 4lin ncr, and ()peraters
•
• •
CAROUNG—Gov. and Mrs. Julian Carroll, with 17-month-old daughter Flly, join the
Rev. Bob W. Brown, Lexington, chairman of the state Bicentennial Festival of Faith, fai
right, in a song of the season at the official lighting of the state Christmas tree in Frank-
fort. The governor spoke at the ceremony before he and his wife and daughter lit the
"living Tree," which is decorated this year with gold bows and small lights. Also par-
ticipating were Frankfort Mayor lames Burch, Mrs. W. A. Butts Frankfort. frankfort









his selection was certain to be
"a positive signal''- to the
business community, but he
pledged_ to represent no
Blumenthal to be Treasury specific interest group as the
secretary and Rep. Brockman Treasury secretary.
Adams, D-Wash., to be - Adams is the first member
transportation secretary. cif Congress to join the Carter
"What he was looking for, administration. Blumenthal is
first, of all, was competence. the third figure from the
And a proven track record," corporate world to sign up.
Adams said here Tuesday joining Secertary of State-
f ollowi ng Carter's an- designate Cyrus Vance,a Wall
Street lawyer, and budget
director-designate Thomas B.
Lance, an Atlanta banker.
Blumenthal epitomizes the
rags-to-riches story in
America. Born in Germany,
he fled to escape the Nazis
during World War II 'and
moved to China where he was
imprisoned.by the Japanese.
He arrived in the United
States in 1947 with ;60 in his
pocket. Today he is chairman
of the Bendix Corp., a billion-
dollar-a-year manunitturing
giant that produces auto ahd
aerospace equipment.
He headed international
- trade negotiations for the
; United States under
0 Presidents John F. Kennedy
Carter's newest cabinet
appointments are likely to
reassure two communities
where the President-elect still'
is viewed warily: Congress
and commerce.
Carter selected corporate
executive W Michael 
nouncement. "After that,




virtue of his chairmanship of
the new House Budget
Committee, brings to the
Carter administration 10
years of experience as a
member of Congress, where
some Democrats are
stallation of air bags in
ri"d"'alic'4“s'"dik'sdscsa-e1/4."4..aa'cia-bdic'altuitia.64"4"..fa'c'd".1"1"..324"""a"4.31-
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and Lyndon B. Johnson and
headed a recent economic
developnient panel . in
Michigan, earning a
reputation as a business
leader who takes his s'oci41
responsibilities seriously.
'Adams' strong suit in the
transportation field has been
his work on -railroad
legislation in the House
Commerce Committee. He
beleves railroads must
become More efficient to




declined to discuss most
policy issues with reporters.
He did sAy cnsagfeed vrith
Secretary of Transportation
William Coleman's decision
not to order mandatory in-
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who liana not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray ledger
Thnes by 5.30 p. Monday
Friday or by 330 p . . ors Sour
days are or 9•1 to cell 7531916
between S:30 p. rm. owl 6 p. m
Monday Friday, or p
and 4p n1 Saturday. to insure
delivery of the newspaper Calls
Inuit be pieced by 6 p week
dors or 4 p Satiirdays to
raproritet
no commitnient to overturn
the Coleman order calling for









for a reorganization, of the
federal government ' is en-
countering opposition from a
key member of Congress and
a well-known legal scholar
who question its con-
stituVjonality.
Carter has said he wants
Congress to give him
authority to submit
reorganization plans to
--Congress that would go into
effect after 60 days unless
either the House or Senate
expressed disapproval.
During his campaign,
Carter repeatedly pledged to
cut the number of federal
agencies- from some 1,900 to
200. He conceded that such a
consolidation in the number of
agencies might not result in a
reduction in the number of
federal employes.
Many observers and Carter
staffers believe the only way
such a sweeping
reorganization of the
bureaucracy can take place is
with the authority the
President-elect is seeking.
In effect, Carter would be
authorized to reorganize the
executive branch if Congress
did' nothing to stop him.
If Carter must submit his
reorganization plans in the
form of legislative propotals
that would be subject to
amendment by Congress and
would require approval-at the
committee level as well as by
the full House and Senate,
there would be many more
opportunities for opponents to
torpedo them.
Prof. Raoul Berger of ,,the




disapproves them raises "a
constitutional doubt."
Emphasizing that he
supported Carter in the
election, Berger said, "I don't
like the notion of giving such a
tremendous blank check to the
President."
Berger's view was echoed
by Rep. Jack $roolis, D-Tex.,
chairman of the House
Government Operations
Committee.
Brooks plans to submit a bill
that would require positive
congressional approval for
reorganization plans.
Critics of the veto method of
reorganization note that it
would allow a president to
eliminate agencies created by
Congress without a
congressional vote.
One case cited was the
decision in 1973, which
prohibited Richard M. Nixon
from shutting down the Office
of Economic Opportunity
without first gaining




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
Two Kentuckians have been
awarded a total of $3,774 by
the state Crime Victims
, Compensation Board for out-
of-pocket losses resulting
from criminal attack.
The awards are the second
and third made by the board
under legislation enacted by
the 1976 General Assembly.
Under the law, innocent
victims of crime are com-
pensated for lost wages,
medical expenses not covered
by insurance, and other
legitimate expenses in con-
nection with the crime.
Charles A. Shirley of
Florence was awarded $2,427
to compensate him for lost
wages resulting from injury




previously through his health
Insurance program.
The board awarded Joseph
James Johnson, 19, of
Erlanger $1,347 to pay. for
medical expenses and com-
pensate him for lost wages
resulting from injuries
sustained in a criminal assault
on Sept. 20.
The hearing officer con-
cluded that Johnson, who was
shot in the left shoulder, lost
$419 in salary and medical
expenses totaling $929. He had
no medical insurance.
Under the new law, the
perpetrator of the crime is to
be made to compensate the
victim if possible. However,
the board said in both cases









Mayfield - 217 S. 6th Street
Store Hours:
9:00 till 8:00 p. m. Weekdays & Sat.
1:00 till 5:00 Sunday
Jeans Galore























































A COMPLETE COFFEE MAKING
CENTER!
• Brew Control to select your
strength coffee
*Stores measures dispenses -
ground coffee














2 5 % OFF
TRIM-A-TREE SPECIALS
SALE GOOD THRU DEC. 20,1976
BEGLEY'S
DRUG STORES







































































The joint appropriations and
revenue committee has spent
long days trying to cut
spending proposals from the
new district court system and
other items under con-
sideration in the special
session of the General
Assembly.
Gov. Julian Carroll and
executive branch finance
officials have also lent a hand,
Rep. Joe Clarke, D-Danville,
told legislators on the com-
mittee Monday.
But Clarke said there still
was a $17.4 million gap bet-
ween what it will take to fund
the new programs that have
been proposed and the amount
available to spend.
He said the committee
Advertisement




NEW YORK. N Y. (Special)- -
An amazing new "super-charged"
vitamin F.-Pill has recently been
developed that reportedly "quickly
increases and rejuvenates sexual
drives and potency for both men
and women of all ages It also
makes them feel healthier and
more youthful- It is now avail-
able to the American public
The new high potencs F
not only seems to increase sexual
ability of both sexes but also "ac-
tually perks up sexual interest and
stimulates a persons desires." ac-
cording to a spokesman for the
manufacturer
ALSO IMPROVES GENERAL HEALTH
This new. easy -to take F-Pill
contains newly formulated, highly
concentrated vitamin F It tends
to quickly build up and strengthen
the natural physiological processes
of the hods that are believed to
be basically responsible for its
potency. southfulness, health and
long life
HELPS 4 OUT OF 5 PEOPLE
Indications are that the new
F.-Pill gives quick and effective
results to as high as 4 out of 5,,
people ditO% I who have usedlt
Some people report no grit
change but feel the high potencs.
of vitamin F in the pill does
quickly make them feel better
from vmeral health standpoint.
Other reports also show it tends
to "lessen daily tension and give
a more relaxed, happier outlook
on life "
NOW AVAILABLE
The use of these high potency
(one-a-day E-Pills is perfectly.
safe and are now available with-
out prescription from the manu-
facturer by mail order only To
get your supply. send Sit1_95 for
a 2 week supply. (or $1095 for
a 30 day supply, or S17.95 for a
60 day supply) cash, check or
IWO to E-Pill, Dept 516, 447
Merrick Road, Oceanside. N.Y.
11572. (Unconditional money.
back guarantee if not satisfied
E1059-12,13
would look today at a number
of possible areas where
existing appropriations
be trimmed to provide money
for new ones. ,
"The road fund is an obvious
possibility," he said, addine
that the committee has been
told there is a $20 million Road
Fund surplus.
Transportation Secretary
John Roberts, reached at his
office, said the Road Fund's
revenue had indeed exceeded
predictions by that amount„
meaning that the planned
appropriation to the Road
Fund could be cut and still
leave the fund at its expected
level.
Roberts said that his
department would probably
have used the extra money not
for new programs but to "beef
up existing program-
s—probably mostly for state
road construction."
He acknowledged, however,
that programs such as the new
district court system and mine.
safety -have to be funded, and
it looks like we're one of the
places the money may have to
come from."
Clarke also said the
committee is eyeing the
state's Capital Construction
Fund, but only for one-time
expenditures, since capital
construction appropriation-
s—unlike those for the Road
Fund—are made only once,
not continued in future
budgets.
The largest appropriation
facing the legislators is some
$14.5 million to set up the
district court system, which
begins operation in January,
1978.
Clarke said the figure was
cut from the 816.2 million
recommended last week by
the committee during an all
day meeting Sunday of
Carroll, Clarke and other
finance- experts, including
officials of the Office of Pplicy
and Management in the state
Department of Finance.
This drew an objection from
Rep. Joseph' McBride, 13-
Waverly, to the "exclusion of
the committee" and to having
proposals "rammed down our
throats."
But McBride said even
though he didn't like the
handling of the budget, he'd
probably support it because of
the "personal integrity of the
chairman and his conviction
that this is the best we can
do."
Clarke said the $17.4 million
gap is based on committee
staff estimates that $19.5
million will be available for
fiscal 1977-78 in court-
generated revenues and
General Fund surplus, while
the programs under con-
sideration will cost $36.9
million that year.
The Add-A-Section Diamond
Bracelet is the newest Christmas
Tradition
/Give her the starter this year. Add
diamond sections on each. •
Christmas to come. There are
many styles to Select
from—contemporary or
classic—in 18K yellow or 18K
white gold.
It's an affordable way to buy a
diamond bracelet—a beautiful
way to celebrate Christmas and










SAVE! 8 DAYS LEFT!
CUT-PRICE, SPECIAL AND REGULAR GIFTS NOT AVAILABLE ELSEWHERE!
• STA-21 AM-FArtSterfo Receiver'
• Two Minimus-5 Walnut Veneer Speakers





• Lab-14 Auto-Turntable With Diamond
Magnetic Cartridge and Base,
• Nova-10 Stereo Headphones'
SAVE s4095
OUR BEST 9-BAND PORTABLE
RADIO CO' 27% — HURRY!
Listen to the world on Realistic s
Patrolman-9' Hear police, fire,
emergency calls hams, foreign
broadcasts, weathercasts, ships,

















Realistic s TRC-61 is easy
to use because EVERY
control is built into thA
speaker mike handset And
the separate 1.,X514)C7
parts cabinet is small enough
to hide in the glovebox A
truly original 23-channel
radio gift never-before cut


































11995 Zr ZIP 65 643
• Only 2'4•4 '4; x6 -r4 Small,
• With AC Adapter/Charger
and Cases
ULTRA-THIN CALCULATOR
WITH BIG LCD DISPLAY!
NEW! 3995
65 624
• Less Than V2- Thin'
• Liquid Crystal Readout,





• 8 Digit Accuracy,
• % and Auto-Constant,




• Just Plug Into Any Standard
































WITH A CB THEME!
YOUR CHOICE



















.3 Speed Agtor,iatic Changer,




99 95 899512 1402
• Tape Player Has Auto Manual
Program Change!













Reg 1 39 50
9s88
RADIO SHACK IS FUN AND GAMES!
























• A Fun Introduction to Electricity • Safe Battery Pnwer '













• Activate the Power Pack
Welch "'Commander Zack
Zoom Away On His Cycle,
•' -11)
• Exciting Wear It Yourself
Toy,
• Hi Impact Yellow Safety
Helmet'








SMART SANTAS SHOP THE SHACK! ONLY 8 MORE LAtE NIGHTS 'TIL CHRISTMAS
Store Hours
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I'm trimming my budget with




32 oz. Plus 19°Deposit
Bakers Baking - Bakers Angel Flake Deans 8 oz sizeCHIPS 12 oz. pkg. 494 COCONUT (20o14 oz. 89' FRENCH DIP 39c• ' ff) 
Hyde Park
TEA BAGS ... . „-100 et. 42? POLISH PICKLES
Lipton Cup 0'






,12 oz. box 594
Tetley
me, 994 Chicken of the Sea Chunk Style
NA
6 ,20,.„„ 49' Hyde Park
PEANUT BUTTER


















Aqua Velva 8 oz.













Z Cheese i3 oz.
Pepperoni
with our coupon












Libby Cut or Fr. Green
BEANS or BEETS
Whole or Sliced
r-1)-7-74 Hungry Jack Instant - 32 oz.













Washed A BASKET OF FRESH FRUIT IS ALWAYS A WELCOMED GIFT
RED POTATOES 20 lb. bag S
Crisp
CELERY  3 '1"
U.S. No.1 Sweet








NAVAL ORANGES FLORIDA TANGERINES























featra fanc 2 lbs. 884
Always Plenty of Cash in Big John's
? CASH POT k
  This Week's wri

































































FROM . . . . JOHN'S. -1;17
AND MORE FUN
Center Cut
HAM ROAST Lb. 439 So Lean and So Tender So Down
'Fully Cooked Mid-South







TURKEYS 6 to 8 Ib. g, Lb. 77"
Harpers Whole
























$Right Delicious It DefiesDescription.
Reelfoot Smoked
At this thrifty price who
could could pass if up.
Reelfoot Smoked
HAMS Small 14 to 17 lb. avg. lb. 3118 PICNIC 6 to 8 lb. avy, lb. 574
There's Just nothing like the
delicious corn-fed flavor of
these tender festive hams
Hickory-snioked and
whelesoniel!, delicious Carve
no, lean slices of the ten-
derest, palest ham ever Hap-
pv Holiday eating for all'
Srookey Hollow
BONELESS HAM ritelf
Armour - 12 oz. pkg. laser Pak Dixie





  2 Ih
ERBALL TURKEYS'
Gulf Coa%1 Armour Golden Star
. lb.39'
6 Lb. & up
BACON ENDS & PIECES iib. Box sit"' OYSTERS  12 oz. Jar $169 CANNED HAMS 3 lb. Can $629
our
infiCED BACON uoz Pkg.
CL 0Sh
1/2 Price Chicken Dinner
Buy One Dinner And Get
2 Pc. Chicken
2 Pc. Taters
1 Hot Roll 44P
qt9t
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DOHA, Qatar API — The today with only conservative
Organization of Petroleum Saudi Arabia, the cartel's
Exportin.g Countries i OPEC biggest producer -opposed tO
opened a price-fixing meeting an increase in the price of
YOU BEI I ER ‘‘ A I CH OLT—Santa is checking his gun
twice before taking his post on a New York City street
corner. This Santa is officer Adam D'Amico of the crime
prevention unit. He made his first arrest after this photo





The Saudi oil minister,
Sheik Ahmed tZaki Yarnani,
said on his arrival in Doha
that his country favors
postponing the increase for six
more months because the
world economy is still too
shaky. The Saudis previouslY
said they would agree to, a
"reasonable increase" of less
than 10 per cent in the price of
$11.51 for a barrel of ben-
chmark crude.
The ministers of the 13
nations who supply 80 per cent
of the oil imported by the
world's non-Communist
nations met behind bulletproof
shutters in the banquet hall of
a luxurious hotel beside the
Persian Gulf.
Indonesian Oil Minister
Mohammed Sadli, the current
chairman of OPEC, opened
the Conference with a
reminder to the ministers that
their decisions would "affect
the state of health of the
world, not only now but for
some time to come."
"We hope to convince the
members of OPEC of our
views," Yamani said. "We
believe we have a strong view,
but we never come with a
position We can't change."
Yamani said his govern-
ment has found that the trend
of international economic




we hoped to have." He rioted
that%Saudi Arabian light crude
is the benchmark oil on which
OPEC's price structure is
based, and he commented: "I
don't think OPEC will be in
position to raise the price of
Saudi crude without the
consent of Saudi Arabia."
Saudi Arabia, OPEC's
leading moderate as well as
its largest producer, is under
heavy pressure from the
United States to hold the oil
price line.
President-elect Carter told a
news conference Tuesday that
Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger and his successor,
Cyrus R. Vance, both talked
with representatives of the oil
nations, and Carter said he
felt "very good about their
attitude."
The U.S. State Department
said this week that each 5 per
cent increase in the price of
crude oil would mean a rise of
.8 cent a gallon in the price of
gasoline in the United States,
now averaging 60 cents a
gallon.
Most of the 12-member
OPEC group have been in-
sisting on a price boost despite
the contention of the in-
dustrialized nations that it
would worsen inflation,
hamper recovery from the
worldwide economic
slowdown and work more
hardship on the un-
derdeveloped nations than on
the industrialized countries.
The price "hawks" argue
that the cost of -goods they
import from the industrial
nations has risen' as much as
5 per cent since OPEC's last
'oil price rise in October 1975.
Western officials contend that
this increase averaged less
than leper cent:
Qatar's oil - minister,
Abdulaziz Bin Khalifa al
Thani, told a news conference
that the Western campaign
against a price boost was a




LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The Unit:ersity of Kentucky's
Office of Handicapped Student
Services announced Monday
that five special telephones
have been installed to help
people with heartng im-
pairments.
Jacob Karnes Jr., office
director, said volume on the
telephones can be adjusted by
turning a rotary button on the
back of the receiver, am-
plifying the sound about three
times normal volume.
- Two of the telephones will be
located at the handicapped
student service at. Alumni
Gym, and one each at the
student center building, the
White Hall classroom building
and the university library.
You're A Bride-To-Be?
•
Don't set the date C.14.1 you come to us arid
discuss a new world o ashion fabrics ,for
weddings
Your wedding gown so choice of a lifet,rne a ou need
as much expertise and professional gu,tance as po 'ble,
so come inand let our trained personnel help you find
fabric and lace for sour dream gown A romantic look is
always fashionable whether its tradit,onel or classic
Select from our extensive collection of designer, fabrics
exquisite satins. ,elyets, brocades, orgonzos, chiffons,
ond finest wriported and domestic laces Used by leading
designers these sumptuous fabrics are Perfect for your
own beautiful wedding gown and those of your
bridesmaids and wedding party
REMEMBER! BRIDAL CONSULTANTS
AVAILABLE TO SERVE YOU
-Wancoch
3qtrico
OPEN MON.-FR1. 9 AM-8:30 PM
SATURDAY 10 AM-6 PM
CARDINAL POINT SHOPPING CENTER
Paducah, Ky.
St.
 1:4440A4Vil• 4,00/t•Okatt•,,,,•\' egrettleeee,,,Wk... ,''
Ansel Toney Finds Peace In
Fresh Turned Soil And Kite Flying
FARMLAND, Ind. AP1 —
The times they are a-
changing, as always, and
those who can locate life's
reliable mooring posts in the
shifting current are per-
ceptive indeed. One is Ansel
Toney.
For all his 89 years that he
can remember, Ansel Toney
has found a sense of
permanence and peace in two
places: in the sweet smell of
soil fresh turned by a plow,
and in the insistent tug of a
kite string.
"The earth and the sky," he
said. "I feel very close to
both."
In this part of mid-America,
where devotion to the soil is
manifest in bulging silos and
acre upon acre of fields — at
rest, now, fringed with
shivering gray trees — it is
Ansel Toney's second love that
sets him apart.
"On an evening when the
work is done I go out with one
of my kites and send 'er up,
catch the currents, watch 'er
fly. A delta kite looks just like
a big gull a-flopping up there
so graceffil. I just think kites
are beautiful. All kites.
"Other people might find
the-same piece of mind by
swinging a golf club, though,
Lord, I don't see how. There's
something about flying a
kite.... Well, I guess- I can't
explain it. I've felt it since I
was a boy."
That was, of course, a long
time go. Toney was born east
of here, in Ohio, Dec. 12, 1887,
the offspring of westering
pioneers. The change he has
witnessed has been profound.
His was a boyhood of coal oil
lamps and country lanes and
horsepower that meant horse
power. -Many a day I've
walked 30 miles behind a-
single-blade plow," he said.
He has seen the arrival of the
airplane and the atom. He has
known isolation and adversity
— the death of a son, the loss
of everything except a last,
irreducible quarter-sectioi. of
land when hogs dropped to 2
cents a pound.
And today? 6
"It don't look good, does it?
The country's in debt. The
cities are in debt.
-But I must say the kids
that come around here to have
me fix their kites, they're just
wonderful kids, as full of
energy as ever. They come
from all Around. I believe I
made every one of their kites.
The word spread, I guess.
Ansel Toney builds and
repairs kites, for himself and
the neighborhood children, id
a wonderfully cluttered shop
heated by an old blacksmith
forge, which he also built.
Ansel Toney is a small man,
135 pounds and 5-feet-6, but for
all his years his wit is lively
and his steel gray eyes have
the flash of youth.
hEdULiRU
MEN'S DISCOUNT STORE
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Billy Duty Seeking Top Position
As Head Of UMW Organization
HART'S CREEK, W. Va.
( AP) — Billy Duty is a
member of the United Mine
Workers rank and file — a
Man who's spent better than
25 years underground and who
now 'wants to come up on top.
The very tiptop, that is. -
He wants to be the UMW's
next president, and he's now
actively seeking support.
Duty .knows he faces an
uphill fight, but just the fact
that this rugged Wayne
County resident would even
entertain such a thought is
indicative of where the union
is today, five years after the,
demise of W. A. "TONY"
Boyle.
His candidacy not only
reveals the extent of the
sweeping democratization
introduced with the election of
Arnold Miller, but also the
extent of the deteriorization of
the unity that prevailed im-
mediately after Miller's
ascension to the presidency.
Not only are the union's
leaders now at each other's
throats, but the cracks of
dissention have spread down
through the ranks. More than
a half dozen men already have
announced they plan to
challenge Miller in the UMW's
upcoming June election, and
Duty says he feels the
membership will have an even
wider choice by the time June
rolls around.
"I worked hard in the
reform movement to get
Arnold Miller elected," he
sai0, "but he hasn't cloy the
job t I told him that to his face.
Take the last contract, for
example. He said he'd gotten
the whole apple but I feel the
package was only half full.
"Take the difference bet-
ween the pensions for the old
and the young. I could retire
right now, at 48, at double
what the old miner gets. Why
should Arnold_ Miller allow an
offset to be put in the con-
fl-act? These old timers made
the union. They went into the
mines when there wasn't such
a thing as a bradish cloth. I
personally feel Miller didn't
demand enough royalty from
the coal operators."
In order to get on the ballot,
Duty must be nominated by at
least 20 UMW locals. He has
spent the past few weeks
visiting some locals, telling
the members what he feels to
be wrong with the union and
asking for their support.
-I've been getting a good
response," he said. "I tell
them I'll do everything that's
in my power to help them but
I don't make any campaign
promises. I'm a working man,
not a politician."
He also characterizes
himself as being "a fighter
who has a good record of
fighting for my brothers when
they wouldn't fight for
themselves. I also have the
other kind of record, too. I've
made moonshine and I've shot
a man."
But he says such activity is
now far behind him. He's too
busy working to support his
wife and seven kids.
"I've been the president of a
local and I'm on the safety
committee at my mine — the
Bethlehem Mines Corp.. mine
at Van, Boone county — and
from what I can see, the men
want a change. We've got to do
something about the wildcat
strikes for one thing. I'm for
the right to strike, but these
strikes are killing us finan-
cially."
Duty said he felt strongly
that the UMW construction
workers should be able to keep
Unions Likely To Keep Pay
Hikes Moderate Next Year
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
heavy year of labor
negotiations looms ahead, and
forecasters say unions are
likely to help President-elect
Carter's anti-inflation efforts
by keeping wage increases
moderate.
The help is more likely to
result from econorreic cir-
cumstances rather than any
effort on labor's part to
kowtow to the new ad-
ministration.
About five million workers
will be affected in major
contract talks next year,
about the same number as in
1976, which had the heaviest
bargaining calendar in three
years. A number of key in-





A sharp increase in wage
settlements next year ex-
ceeding this year's average
increases of 8 to 9 per cent in
the first contract year could
contribute to worsening in-
nation.
But labor experts say that
the lower-than-expected
inflation rates of 1976 and a
continuation of a relatively
high unemployment rate will
help keep wage -increases
moderate.
"If the faucet is turned on
and inflation heats up, unions
will seek pirotection in the
form of higher wages," says
W.J. Usery Jr., the outgoing
secretary of labor. But he
notes that most contracts
expiring in 1977 already have
cost-of-living escalator
clauses that help cushion
against inflation, and he says
this will remove some wage
pressures.
Usery and other experts
within the Ford ad-
ministration predict 1977
settlements ranging around
this year's 8 per cent level. In
1975, settlements averaged 10
per cent in the first contract
year.
Because of high unem-
ployment and the threat of
new layoffs, job security is
expected to be a major con-
tract goal next year. Some
unions are expected to follow
the example set by the United
Auto Workers this year in
winning agreement toward a
shorter work week at full pay.
While most forecasts call for
generally smooth sailing-next
year, there are some storm
clouds.
Political turbulence within
the leadership of'-the United
Mine .Workers, mixed with the
traditional militancy of the
rank-and-file and a set of
ambitious bargaining goals
make a nationwide coal mine
shutdown next December a
possibility, according to the
experts.
Heavy bargaining in the
construction industry begins
in April, with talks peaking in
June, when 315,000 workers
will be under expiring con-
tracts. The industry is still
suffering the effects of the
recession, with unem-
ployment remaining .near 15
per cent, factors that are
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their hospital cards for at,
least a year after finishing a
job or being laid off.
"As it is now," he said,
"they can just get rid of a man
and he loses his hospital card.
Things, like that would change
ill was president."
Like many miners, he
drives more than 100 miles a
day to and from his home, on
the Lincoln-Wayne line. He
says he feels miners should
get some consideration for
having to travel such
distances.
And above all, he said he's
beholden to no one.
"I don't have any money or
any big corporations behind
me. I'm just a coal miner. I
come home after work and
take a bath in a big tub in the
kitchen. But I'll tell you one
thing, if I was the union.
president I'd bust a gut to get
the men what they want. And
buddy, believe me, I know
what they want."
Aides Suit Denied
OWENSBORO, Ky. ( API —
U.S. District Judge James F.
Gordon has ruled that nurses
aides at the Owensboro-
-Daviess County Hospital are
not entitled to the same pay as
orderlies.
Gordon ruled Monday, that,
in accordance with a U.S.
Supreme Court decision,
federal pay statute's do not
apply in such cases.
The nurses aides filed suit
several months ago, *con-
.-tending..that_they perform the
same work as orderlies but for
less pay.
GIANT OIL PLATFORM—The huge Ninian Central platform being built for Chevron Oil's Ninian North Sea oil field
is moored in Loch Carron, Scotland. Completed, it will weigh 400,000 tons.
(AP Wirephoto)
Advertising Campaign By Postal
Service Seeks To Improve Image
WASHINGTON i AP - The
radio commercial begins:
len thousand dog bites.
. That's the number of attacks
Made upon mailmen last year.
Dog bites are painful not only
to the letter carrier but to the
taxpayer who must pay for
lost wages and hospitalization
of the victims."
That's a sample of the ad-
',Ivertising campaign that the
letter carriers' union is using
to try to improve the public
image of the Postal Service
and the letter carrier.
-Worse than dogs these
days are the growls of the
people," James H.
Rademacher, president of the
National Association of Letter
Carriers, said in an interview
Tuesday. -People these days
are actually shooting at us if
we are late with their welfare
checks."
Most of the seven different
ads are designed to restore
faith in the mail service and
the people who deliver mail.
For example, one
commercial asks for patience
if packages are delivered late.
ft notes that the Postal Service
has a greatly expanded
bunden because of the strike
against United Parcel Ser-
vice, its main competitor.
The commercial dealing
with the letter carrier's
perennial problenu_of dog bites
goes on to urge. dog owners to
keep their pets leashed or
inside when the letter carrier
comes.
The same commercial also
notes that falls on steps and
porches caused 10,000 injuries
to letter carriers last year.
"You can help your mail
carrier avoid these injuries by




mercials now are being
broadcast by 85 radio stations
once a day. Rademacher
recorded the messages in one
of his last acts as president of
the 200,000-member union.
He announced Tuesday that
J. Joseph Vacca, executive
vice president, has been
elected to succeed him. Vacca
will take over next month
from Rademacher, who did
np),., seek another term after
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:Metric System Will Change American
Transportation System In Coming Years
By Cecil Peaden
When the American
motorist slides behind the
wheel of his car in the coming
years and rolls it onto the
road, he's going to find that a
•number of things are quite
different than what het used
'to today.
That's because the con-
_ version to the metric system
of measurements is going to
change the transportation
industry just as it is going to
change so many other aspects
of our lives.
The way he measures
distance, the way he buys
gasoline and the way the home
tinkerer works on his car are
all going to be revised by
America's adoption of the
metric system.
Dr. Charles Thompson,
professor of education at the
University of Louisville and
an expert on the metric
system, recently outlined
some of the ways our thinking
patterns are going to be
revised in this area.
The most obvious difference
is going to be in the
measurement of distances. No
longer will travelers see
roadsigns or maps telling him
he's 75 miles from In-
dianapolis; instead, those
signs and maps will say he's
121 kilometers away (A
kilometer is about .62 mile.)
"It will probably be a little
difficult at first," Thompson
said of adapting to the new
system. "But people are going
to have to learn to think in
terms of kilometers instead of
miles."
Initially, he said, most
states will probably follow the
lead of states like Ohio, which
has erected signs that are
dually marked — that is, signs
that give both distances and
legal speed limits in both
miles and kilometers.
This, 'he *said, is the
smoothest way to ease into
learning how kilometers
relate to the more familiar
miles. But eventually, he
added, those signs,,will come
down and will be replaced by
others that give only metric
measurements. Drivers who
have not paid proper attention
will find themselves either
• hopelessly confused or trying
to do 'some,. difficult
mathematical conversions in
For 7 years, Sever Seas
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their heads.
"But for someone who is
reasonably well aware of what
it's all about, it shouldn't be
too much of a problem,"
Thompson assured.
"Distances don't mean that
much to the average driver,
anyway.
"Most drivers think in
terms of how long it will take
to get somewhere rather than
how far it is."
Therefore, he explained, the
main thing most motorists
need to know is that, if they
obey the speed limit they can
travel about 90 kilometers in
an hour; or they can travel
that last 121 kilometers to
Indianapolis in about an hour
and 20 minutes.
But distances and speed
limits won't be the only things
that will change, Thompson
went on. Possibly the biggest
headaChe motorists will en-
counter will occur when they
pull into a gas station.
They won't find gasoline
selling for 56.9 cents per
gallon, because there won't be
any gallons. With the
changeover, gasoline, like all
other liquids, will sell by the
liter.
It is easy to remember that
a liter is a little larger than a
quart (1.06 quarts, -to be
exact); but it may be a ''bit of
a cultural shock," Thompson
said, the first time a drive
encounters a sign advertising
gaSoline for 15.9 cents — per
liter.
And it might also be a shock
the first time he fills up his
small import -and sees the
piir'np pouring 35 liters of gas
into his tank.
Tire pressure won't be
measured in pounds per
square inch any more,
because there won't be any
pounds or inches. Just what
the new standard will be
hasn't been decided yet; but it
will probably be kilograms ,
per square centimeter or
something similar, the U of L
professor said.
The shade-tree mechanic
will have to throw out most of
his old tools and buy a new set
of metric tools. That's because
American automobiles of the
future — like their present-
day foreign counterparts —
will be built to metric scale.
As a matter of fact, one U. S.
automobile — the Chevette —
is virtually all metric right
now, and the auto companies
are tooling up for the complete
metric switch already.
Naturally, this means that
speedometers and odometers
will register kilometers rather
than miles. So used-car buyers
of the future should remember
that a car with 100,000 on the
odometer may not be the
clunker that it would appear
at first glance. After all, those
100,000 kilometers-. only
represent about 62,000 miles.
The aircraft industry will be
affected by the new system,
too. But Thompson em-
phasized that the change there
will be a good deal more
gradual than in almost any
other field.
-The aviation industry is-so
critical, they're proceeding
with extreme caution. They're
not about to make any hasty
changeover that will effect so
many people's lives," he said.
The designs of the aircraft
themselves "re expected to go
metric quite soon. But such
things as instruments, gound
control signals, runway
dimensions and even some
thermometers will probably
move into the metric field
much more slowly in order to
make certain that pilots and
ground controllers won't be
faced with too much new in-
formation too rapidly.
But for the average
American, learning metrics is
much like the process of
driving a car. At first he is
going to feel awkward and
uncomfortable, and he may
feel that it is something he will
never get used to.
But eventually, if he sticks
with it, dealing with metric
measurements will be as easy
and natural as handling the
English system is now.
NEXT: Where did the
metric system come from,
and why did the United States
take so long to adoptSt? The
next story in this series will




— Dr. Lee Piccard,
Director of Student Services
at the University of Alaska,
Anchorage, has announced the
appointment of Alan M.
Gackdief, Executive Assistant
to U. S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard
( D-Kentucky), as Assistant
Director of Special Services at
the University of Alasidi in
Anchorage. Gaddie, a native
of Clinton, Kentucky assumed
the position November 15th.
November 15th.
In accepting the positionAe
said "I look forward to joining
this prOgressive, rapidly-
expanding University and
State in a position which I
hope to be helpful to young
people and students
throughout Alaska."
Gaddie, a graduate of North
Marshall High School in
Calvert City, Kentucky, at-
tended Paducah Community
College and graduated in 1974
from Murray State Univer-
sity. He joined Congressman
Hubbard's staff in January,
1975 when the Congressman
took office at that time.
Hubbard, re-elected in 1976,
was elected to his first term in
1974.
Gaddie is married to the
former Janet Adams,
daughter of, Mr. and Mrs. W.
G. Adams of Hickman,
Kentucky. He is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Fred D. Gaddie of
Kurray, Kentucky.
He and his wife will reside in
Anchorage.
The rubella vaccine can
spare the unborn severe,
sometimes fatal birth defects,
reports the March of Dimes.
In less than six years, the
number of infants_ „born
damaged by congenital
rubella has been reduced by 70
per cent.
'Reduction In Paperwork
Doesn't Cut Time Involved
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Ford demanded a 10
per cent cut in the number of
federal forms sent to
Americans. He got it. But the
rematrting forms take 13
million mere, hours to com-
plete becausekerg people are
filling in the bitiAr
More students applying for
federal scholarships and's,
new pension law designed to
protect workers are the main
reasons for the increased
burden of paperwork.
In October 1975, Ford or-
dered the number of forms cut
by 10 per cent.
At that time, the Office.of
Management and Budget
listed 5,146 forms repeatedly
sent to the public by 44 federal
departments and agencies.
Ford's year-long campaign




Ft. Bliss, Tex. (AHTNC) —
Army Private First Class
James S. Oakley, son of Mrs.
Elizabeth' J. Seay, Route 1,
Hardin, recently returned to
Ft. Bliss, Tex., from a journey
"down under."
Pfc. Oakley and other
members of the 3rd Armored
Cavalry Regiment took part in
a unit exchange program with
the Australian Army.
While in Australia, he
participated in a 10-day joint
ground and naval exercise
along the northeast coast of
the country. The exercise
involved troops from the U. S.
Australia, Canada and New
Zealand.
He wound up his stay with a
five-day tour of the country
before departing for the U. S.,
Nov. 13.
The private is a 1975
graduate of Illarshall County
High School in Draffenville.
His father, James B. Oakley,
lives on Route 1, Hardin. His









man FROM DRIED POTSOeS
Dd£6
net wt. 4 ozs.
y gam'
succeeded in wiping out mole
than 700 forms of the more
than 5,000 used by executive
departments.
The OMB's latest figures —
as of Nov. 30 — show 4,418
forms.
And the November figure is
below even the June 30 figure
of 4,504 forrint in use — the
figure Ford died in an-
new:icing the success of his
effok-during the stipuner.
But the measure of the
burden of those forms — the
number of hours needed to fill
them out — has been going up.
In October 1975, OMB
estimated that it would take
130.3 million hours to fill out
the forms. In June of this year,
OMB estimated 138.4 million
hours. In October, the figure
was 138.6 million.
Last' month, the estimate
was 143 million — up almost 13
million hours from the
previous year.
As Ford admitted in July,
most of the forms dropped
were minor ones sent annually
to only several hundred or
several thousand people.
For example, the critique
forms for the "Discover
• 
America Pow Wow And Trade
Mart:' and ."Preliminary
Fiscal Report and Final
Fiscal Report (EPDA), Part
E, Fellowship Program and
Title IX-VB Fellowship
Program" are absent from
the October 1976 list.
Together, those two forms
elicited 772 responses and took
600 hours to fill out.
But the "Application for
Determination of Basic Grant
Eligibility for the Current
Academic Year" is expected
to get 3.5 million responses
this year, up from 2 million in
1975. That change in the
numbers of one HEW form
adds an estimated 3 million
hours of filling out the forms.
The Department of Health,
Education and Welfare is the
largest source of the bulge in
the burden of the forms, OMB
reports show.
In the past year, HEW has
increased the burden of filling
out its forms from 43.2 million
hours to !i9.8 million hours.
The increase came while the
number of different forms
being sent out by HEW
dropped from 957 to 798.
49 Miles Per Gal.
(EPA Rating)
'77 Models at less
than 76 Prices the new
The °Flew 1977
Toyota Corolla
2 door, 1200 with 4 speed transmission.
Delivery price in Murray
only'29780° 
. 24 other models to choose from at:
Hatcher
Auto Sales
515 South 12th St.
37
afjp;_ollic);
New Pringle's Extra—the second kind of Pringle's—are really
extra special. Because they're extra thick and extra crunchy.
And just rippling with extra hearty flavor. A lively, robust
kind of flavor your whole family will love.
Serve New Ftingle's Extra with party buffets, holiday hams,
with jumbo-size sandwiches. With anything you like. Even
tastes great by itself.
And have an extra special holiday.
alp the coupon, and get extra savings, too!
TAKE THIS COUPON TO YOUR STORE
SAVE 15'
When you buy any size of
-/Redeem ONLY on Pringle's Extra
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER PURCHASE
„









,CUT AlONG DOTTED LINE


























kle Right gifts at the Right Price- Here 1..t





























bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking


























Always Free Grft Wrapping
WHITE FOUR WHEEL
drive tractor demon-
stration December 15 at














SERVICE invites you to
bring your Volkswagon,
Porsche, Audi, or other







Holman Jones, 217 S.
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(4 clothing in West Ky. tti
I; Infants to Teen Girls ti
Boys to Size 20 4
rAzusaLatt.4,alt.trataitt.ars.atial
2. Notice
WHAT WE do best is
care. Needline, 753-6333.
earrliaillaZZVV1
You're invited to a
unique art display and
pv sale. Handmade pot- cul
t
tory, distinctive t j
weaving, metal C.15
Atm smithing.
gi Presented by Koren lt:$
Boyd, Harry Furches, dt$
1,19, Fred Shepard and MSU
art students.
t:4# December 16 and 17 etr)
during banking hours. di*
PP Branch Bank eti
of Murray
IP; N. 611 Highway de







Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Monday-
Thursday 7:30-11:30;
Friday di Saturday 7:30-
3 : 30. Appointment at

















Individual, Male or Female. needed full or part-time to dis-
tribute world famous Kodak film and other photo products
through company established, locations Make this your
year for independence $4995 00 investment Guaranteed 12
rnonth merchandise repurchase agreement
CALL Mr Marlin (Toll From) 140044151200 or Collect A611-2281751
Monday to Friday, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.- Sat 9 a.m. to 1 p.m E.S.T.
Or Write FIRESTONE PHOTO CO.,
FIRESTONE BUILDING SINCE 1916





SPECIAL - 3 albums free with any Sony EX series stereo
system!
SONY REPS WILL FLOOR QUESTIONS SAT.
NOV. 20th. OPEN: 9-5:30 M-SAT...1411 MAIN
Merle) JET 96
Microwave Oven with
Automatic Chef Temperature control
cooks securetely without you watching./
No guesswork-no overcooking .$42995
Murray Appliance

















Thursday 8:30-5, Friday 8:30-8,
Saturday 8-30-5
Monday thru Thursday 8.30-8
Friday (Dec. 24)830-5
Closed Christmas Day
3 Card Of Thanks
THE FAMILY of Luther





them after the sudden
death of their loved One.
Mrs. L. E. McSwain, Dr.
Harold W. McSwain,
Mrs. James Byrn, Mrs.
Merrill Wise
5 lost And Found
LOST BOSTON Terrier,
male. White flea collar.
About 5 years olt.
Reward. Anyone
knowing of whereabouts
call Earl Cooper, 492-
8658.
FOUND MAN'S wedding








Every woman loves to receive
lovely, stylish footwear So wrap
up a pair or two to make her
smile on Christmas morning
She'll appreciate your 10..1
taste Don't know het wre: A
Gift Certificate never fails
Due to an increase in
business we have ad-
ditional openings for
full time and part
time day and night
help and manager
trainees.
No Plume Calls, Apply
I person only.
between 6:30 a.m.
and 3:30 p.m. daily,
507 N. 1216.














between 1 p. m. and Op.





A Small Business That
Offers Big Savings
Dinette Set




Couch, Chair L Love Seat
Only $34995 
Gun Cabinets *
6, 8, 10 Gun
Prices Start at
$6995








1HE FIRST WIDE SMALL CAR!
BACKED BY THE EXCLUSIVE







Just Arrived A Truck
Load Of Stereo's
Curtis Mathes
The Most Expensive Televisioi Set', iii America and Darn Well Worth It
Only Curtis Mathes Carries A Full 4-Year Warranty On All TV's and





INCLUDES FEATURES FOUND ONLY IN
THE MOST EXPENSIVE STEREOS...
AM, FM, FM-MX, Tape and Phono
*8-Track Tape Player
*Tuning Meter
*2-8" End Firing Speakers
*2-3-1/2" Frimt Firing Speakers
*2—Front Firing Exponential Horns
Curtis Mathes Dependability and Beauty
at a special money-saving price.
'Big Screen and Full Featured
•I00% Solid State
•Twin Speakers
And It Has The Exclusive
Curtis Mathes
FOUR-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY, TOO!
Easy Financing





Centril Shopping Center 753-5865
Open Evenings For Your Shopping Convenience
Sunda I m 6
•





, pany has a career
-.position open for an ex-
perienced sales person.
Requires self-starter
who can manage him-








HELP WANTED: lady to
stay with elderly couple.
Phone 753-8470.
R.N. Positions Available




ditions and good fringe
benefit program in-
cluding retirement. Con-
tract Director of Nur-









Estes Rockets & Accessories
CI; Balsa Wood Airplane Models
H.O. Train Sets & Accessories
































forms, etc. Can read




in your spare time. Clip
newspaper articles. Get
$1.00 to $5.00 each. For
details send 25 cents and
stamped addressed,
envelope to: S. Paschall
No. B-0 Fox Meadows,
Murray, Ky. 42071.
14. Want To Buy
WANT TO BUY metal
bed frame with rollers
or casters. Phone 753-
6044.
14. Want To duy
WANT TO BUY one acre
or less of land. Phone
437-4291.
COINS AMERICAN and










desk mike, watts meter,
base antenna MS119
scanner, scanner four




bleized and solid colors
can be installed by
amatuer. Murray
Lumber co., 104 Maple.
4,000 SQ. FT. of used
galvanized roofing.




1 •Complete Line of Parts
& Accessories
'Back Packs •Book Rocks
753-0388
Dixieland Center, Chestnut Street
rt:f ISZS 13:1 ES:( MI.11:115:SaMil Val 15:1 ISZ ISZY TAY ESX
10% Off






Dixieland Center- Betsind Trenhobies Restaurant
Steve & Norma Bell 753-0113
Just Arrived






recliners for $79.95 and
1 0% Off 
room, bedroom, and















globe, $300. 12 x 12 blue
and brown, high and low
shag carpet with pad.
White fiberglass camper
shell for long wheel base
pickup, 411-78-15 radio,
quadrophonic sound in
dash. AM-FM 8 track




Refinished. Call after 5
p. m. 753-9573.
23" DIAGONAL screen
Curtis Mathes color T.
V. Nice wood cabinet.
Good condition. $110.
Two 15" steel belted





and storm windows and
doors. M and G Corn-





21" portable TV with




sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
HI NEIGHBOR! Tried
Blue Lustre for cleaning
carpets? It's super!
Rent electric sham-





dition. Call after 5, 753-
0093,





208 E. Main, Murray, Ky
oo Air Oist Hero 
24 
$129.95. Table, wood
Offer Exp. Dec. 13




4 Broyhill dre,sser with
mirror and a maple twin
(4
(4 A child lives in a world of imagination.
• This Christmas, The Panhandler has a
tz collection of toys to inhabit that world
iz Toys that come to life with the touch.
tiz A whole collection of reasonably priced
t
; toys that can be opened on Dec. 25th and




D,r,ektnd Center Murray Ky
bed without mattress.
Both $125. Call 753-6724.
4 15
4 15 W benches, maple, pine,
ti
all sizes. Cedar chest,
V 




w Furniture, 105 N. 3rd.
ti 
753-1502.












Buy One & Get One For
1/2 Price






all oak. 16' to 18" two
rick, $30. 20" to 22", $35.
24" to 36", $40. Call 753-
2359.
1971 MODEL STOVE.
1978 model 21" portable
TV with AM-FM radio.
Call 753-6132.
KINGSWOOD burning








dition. $125. Call 753-7737
or 753-9061.
15. Articles For Sale
SALE + CHAINSAW
chains, 411" or 404 pitch.
Enough for 12" bar,








$43.95 The original weed




Talkie set, 3 channel
with channel 19 in-





753-7581 after 4 p. m.
WITTITM1113137VVITIMTIVIZTI






t. MIL 12.11. tt.11.ttltattit...121LILIZZLIA
fern baskets. French hi-
back wing chairs,
regular $169.95 now
i5 dining room suite.
w Lighted_ china cabinet.
, Table and six chairs,
' i4 
fll and serving table. Never
been used. Plastic still
i5 on chairs. Call 753-3981






$6995 Make Christmas Shopping
4 5 Easier On Your -
4 a Pocketbook at the
4 5






Dkieland Center Chestnut Street
IL-
Gifts, Gittr, -Gifts!
Luxurious gifts and stocking stutters too,
can be found at the Green Door. We gift
wrap free, have free parking and the frien-
dly service at the Green Door is also ab-
solutely free!
For your shopping convenience the
Green Door is open Monday through
Saturday Iii 8:00 p.m. and from 1-5 Sundays.
For gifts for all ages come see me!




Fiszml,:zvzsz,ozmitzzimimitcasamittzwaczt, GE PORTABLE dish-
washer. $50. Sears
Kenmore electric range,









and Service, 500 Maple






Machine, zig zag and all
regular attachments.
Fully guaranteed. Fully




FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1-444-6865,
Paducah, Ky.

































































g Phone 753-6175 u
\.,
./tit//
up I pnir irf jeans in he .4:iren







Salton Peanut Butter Machine $2995
Salton Yogurt Maker
Happy Baby Baby food Grinder
Jacks Food Dehydrater
•
'Acme Juicerator Model 5000








You Pay by Cash
15% Off All Items When Using .
Master Charge or Bankamencard
























The DEBUTANTE • G1350-Dramatic swept pack sty-
ling in choice of Ebony Beige or Avocado Solid-
state chassis and tuning with Perma-Set VHF line
tuning, detent UHF tuning Full Zenith sold-state
features and quality-, exceptonal low price
21
21





belt, buckles and belts.
All new Hesston haying
equipment and tank
manure spreaders on




tractor, 12 ft. Inter-
national wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two




organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across






Storey and Clark pi mo.
Special sale. Reed
Music, Road 58 between
Benton-Mayfield, turn
at Harvey. Ca11.527-8955.
1001211111E201$0113:1C BUM Ng INS BIC OK NU WM* fAir
Lowrey
Magic Genie 44
i If you con ring a doorbell, dial a phone, push a2 button, you have all the talent you need to 'play a
: Lowrey Magic Genie Organ.
R .
Magic Genie does all the work. .. and you'll save
I all the fun! Let us show you how much music you
I can nuke with just one finger.




PIANO LESSONS. I will
give adult and-or school
age persons piano
lessons. I've a Bachelor
of Music Education
Degree from Murray
State University. I have
taught piano and-or
organ lessons for the












with just one finger!
Conrad's Pianos
& Organs































Free Gift Wrapping with each and every purchase.
j goo farttlo-Worksoon for quolify morchoodiso of ross000llsio prim.
w. opprirarto your bosinosst I
• I You may shop-Master Charge, Bankamericard,










made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.
870 REMINGTON 12
gauge shotgun, 30" with
rib, $135 plus 6 boxes of
shells heavy and light
weight, $15. Three
practically new power
tools, Black and Decker
circular saw, $25, Black
and Decker router and
cutters, plus tables, $50.
Three inch belt sander
with vacuum pickup,
$40. Call 753-8575.




peach, pear and plum.
Standards and dwarfs.
Shirley Garden Center
has all your favorites,
500 N. 4th. Call 753-8944.
26 TV Radio
SIX MONTH OLD 12"
black and white Admiral
TV with wtand. Call 753-
1232 after 4 p. m.
COLOR TV consofe. Good
condition. Call 753-5544.
CHRISTMAS SALE on all
1977 Zenith TV's and
stereos. One year free
service on all sets.
Sissions Zenith Sales,
Cuba, Ky. Call 382-2426.
Open Sundays 1-5, Daily
7-6.
21 Mobile Home Sales
1973 12 x 60 Criterion,
underpinned, concrete
steps, back porch, air
condition, gas heat, and
stove. Call 753-5807.
1972 MOBILE HOME, all
electric. Must sell, due
to illness. Bargain
priced. Three months
free parking. Call 474-
2230 or 437-4594.
1975 SCHULTZ house
trailer. 14 x 70, all
electric. 14 x 18 built on
room. Call 437-4846.
l'Innnim.: 41 Cliti..Intns Party:" I h.
I ottli.s con help lim. oiir
call be 11111414, tivailtible In Volt for S mu
own pr ii lite port‘ . . time otter
8:1H1 fl.ill. re.serue our etitiie
ilittiti„L: room for .111.
Call
rneUrit i
delnlis. Ito' sill 1101)1011 1/1(' 11c•I







29. Mobile Home Rentals
THREE ROOM
TRAILER at Pine Bluff
Shores. Call 436-2459.
TWO BEDROOM'10 x 40,
all electric. $65.00 per
month. Call 489-2595.
TRAILER SPACE for
rent near Ky. Lake State
Park on Highway 94.
Call 474-2346.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
31 Want To Rent
BEDROOM WITH
BATHROOM privileges.
Call Pat Harris, 8 to 5,
Jim Fain Motors, nights
767-6133 or 767-6395.
Ithe leader in microwave cooking. Litton was the 1st to
Irttv Litton Z1ZPlz
introduce automatic defrost, von i cook and van -temp.
Model No. 418
with features such as: AUTOMATIC DEFROST.
VAR! COOK-oven control lets you cook at the
speed you ,want. VARI TEMP-automatic food
temp. control, no timer involved. 60 MINUTE
DIGITAL CONTROL. All these and 'Imre from
Litton.
George Hodge s








Lynn Grove, Ky. 435-4133








The world's most popular
continuous feed disposer
made even better. 5-year






.New stainless steel, two-
piece "easy grip.' stopper












The economy pnced can-
tmuou.s feed disposer you
can rely on.1-year warranty
on parts. 1-y ear warranty on
Labor •
In-Sink-Erator


















32 Apartments Far Rent
EXTRA NICE FUR-
NISHED apartment for





ment for four girls, one




Inquire at Kellys Pest





furnished. One and two
bedroom apartments.
Available now. Call 753-
8668.
34 Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM house in
country, unfurnished.
'Deposit. References.
Married couples with no









with no children or pets.
Call 492-8594.
36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE
Phone "5.1 25 7 1
avIDENNISON-HUNT "4
4












4 $000 ) tzi








White Stag, Court 's •Riar,
4
4
 Casual. Winning Ways. i -
. •• -4-.: .., + .., ,..."-...1 Nre:e ‘1:61' '.:6 alet)
el/
4
4 Nor 9. Mem ft 153444 
t 1
Pr r berrliwq for II/I SPOIllm vow Me NI 9 10-5 30 Mon Sol ad
ki. trk -Matt -tat 2Z att. a 41. .12 a a .1112. kt N4
OUPON
32 Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED APART-
MENT at New Concord
$60 per month. Call 436-
2427
33. Rooms For Rent
ROOMS FOR RENT in
the country. Call 436-
2510.





electric heat, TV an-
tenna and rotory_on
large lot. Rent $175.00
per month by lease only
call 437-4268 for in-
formation. Located
about 3 miles from







no c_hildreti or pets. Call
492-8594.1k-
THREE BEDROOM
house, gas heat, close to
college. Call 753-1246 or
753-6045.
36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR RENT - storage or
warehouse. 1600 sq. ft.
Call 753-4857 days, 753-
7244 nights.
r'OR LEASE - Building,




Hereford Bull, 15 month
old. Tops in pedigree
and conformation. Call
436-5324.




Angus bull. Must sell.























4, thank their many customers for%
their patronage and extend
Holiday Greetings
4




11-01-01-et 101 tot et r1 ?I rt
753-7598
Dixieland Center








Through Dr•ct.rnto-r hr Ilt'W hour,. still be. 9 :hi rn
to 9:00 p.m weekda s. including Mondays Sunday




'411111% .IIId Add l'ur heft y
ijAR:\ Ri r•-.1•\i•RAN -1
• \I. -
NEW YEARS EVE -4P.•
MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS NOW
• /2 FOR YOUR GALA




open Christmas Day and New Years Day
.lack Staulcup Appearing January 7
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POINSETTIAS
4, Prices from $3.50 to $15.00 3
4 To Choose from. 'A













01 PI Ol -141 foi 11 101 ft-el f
*sem SAirt*
Tool Boxes For Pickup's,
Same price as last year. $99.00 included Ky. tax
Every man with a pickup needs his own
toolbox.
Flipop Lids (easy to use
inside Sliding Troy ( handy )
Locks On Each Side (prevents theft




'NAIR TAYLOR  CHEVROLET,_INC.. 0. SOX 148 •• PHONE 153 261







































hashionmate* machine also features front
drop-in b4bbin and ,a built-in buttonholer














































That will live wait you in




breed has long been the
favorite of Royalty for
centuries This beautiful
speciman that doesn't
6hed, is o faithful wat-





teed against disease and
sickness These pets will
add beauty to any home.




r vzi ftZi TIM tpi( EMI 
















g Furniture og ttgg :Iv Gift Ideas For si
g The Whole Family 4
- m








Murray, , December 19,
at 2 p. m. at the "Ye
Olde Trading Post and
Auction," 607 South 4th.
Items of interest, car-
nival glass, Aladdin
lamps, round oak table,
camel-back trunk,
cherry gate leg table,














7irl t6esti:eeT:da:5aun i°°kisnotetrernea l1vry rn-ctnebuno, dfo or 
latest wardrobe additions
Free Gilt WrappinK
Starling Fri., Dec. 17 Open Mon.-Fri.
lift 700, Sundays 1 to 5 thru Christ-
MAS • 
„














King James Version _-
On Cassette
New Testament Reg 539 95 NOW 131°6
The Four Gospels Reg 523 95 NOW 519'6
Psalms & Proverbs Reg $7995 NOW 95"
On 8-Track
The Whole New Testament
Reg 559 95 NOW 547%










FOR ALL YOUR in-





FOR SALE - 80 acres,




;kw 040.'2..2kt:so& asl oa.od  MA IN,e,,,guit,4  twosai
Xmas Decorations I








/ Bel-Air Shopping Center Phone: 
753-3642
NOTICE
Effective December 19 MAIN STREE
EXAM 15th & Main will be closed o
unday





4 House For Sale
43. Real Estate
45 ACRE FARM - Just
listed. Located ap-
proximately miles
from Murray, this is a
good producing tract of
land with 35 acres
currently being tended
and a 2.2 acre tobacco
base. For more in-
formation on this farm






complete range of real
estate services. Phone
us today.
4 BEDROOM, 2 BATH
HOME. Priced to sell.
This new listing offers a
lot for your money.
Brick home located 3
miles from Murray, has
central heat and air, 10










bedroom, 11/2 bath brick
at 508 Blair Street.
Patio, central heat and
air, family room, double
garage, wall to wall
carpeting. Nice com-
fortable home, priced in
low 30's. Call 753-8080 or




your leader in sales for
1976 needs your listings.
Call 753-1651, if you are
interested in selling
yule property.
A GOOD 31 acre farm
about one mile north of
Almo Heights. One half
mile east of US 641.
About 20 acres of bottom
land and remainder in
timber. Has good
building site. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main Street, Murray,
753-0101- or call Brice
Ratterree at 753-5921.
JUST LISTED unique 4
bedroom showcase
offering Williamsburg
Decor of elegance and
warmth - enticing
features include 2





Dad, play room for
children, craft room for
Mom - privacy abounds
the two secluded walled
patios surrounded by
two acres of trees - floor
plan ideal for family
with teenagers or live in





TWO ACRES OF land
east of Almo on blacktop
road. Call 753-4418.









in Oaks Estates. Large
living room, and en-
















Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 753-
2224.
30 IN. HIGH trail mini
bike. Great Christmas
gift. Good price. Call
753-7327.
49 Used Cs V. Tuk
_
CHEVROLET 327,
















Let us help you with













When you buy one of our year-end 4 are* bedroom brick, doable garage, kiwi; room, oddity, pantry, kitchen-fen*Pontiacs-at sensational year-end prices- 4 area, lets of ciesats, faNy carpeted, electric baseboard beat, window,we'll wrap it up for you. 
conditioners, range, ref., dishwasher, disposal included. Large fenced-in back yard,








'satisfied Customers Are Our 4
Main Concgm"
1406 iist Molt - 753-5315 4
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•
LIME WANT ADM BIG PLUSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS









4 We will oil and adjust VI





tv; New Machines . . Head Only $59" :
f?p New Zig-Zag  "„ COHead Only ' I v" 114 . tIrc,gt. Kew lirIag with stretch stitch and ti
ti$-4 built-in button holer. 0tviv 0
O Head Only $11950 00
4 0










• FASTEST SERVICE IN TOWN
• SATIN FINISH
BORDERLESS PRINTS
• WE USE KODAK PAPER






Mode From Your Picture or Negative







25% Off Until Christmas
Murray Supply
504 Main Co. 753-3361




4 Family Shoe 444 44 Store 44 44 , 4I; Has lots of gift suggestions for 4
4 everyone on your Christmas list. ti




4 Don't forget to register Friday, 4
14 December 17 for the $20 Gift Cer-









Starting Friday Open tilt
tifig 8 p.m. thru Dec. 23rd 4iitaatutaLatuza*aanna.a.zei
49. Used Cars 8 Trucks
1963 FORD customized
van, mag wheels, 8




motor, runs good. $100.
Call 753-5619.













and a practically new
set of - Gooayear
ploysteel Radials. This
is a beautiful GOLD with
a beige inside, in TOP
NOTCH condition in
every way. Contact L.
D. Workman at




mileage $750. Also 1971
Datsun 4 door, new tires,




1969 VW BEETLE, new
engine, runs good. $550.







1957 CHEVY 2 door post,
good condition with good
engine. Make an offer.
Call after 6:00 o'clock,
492-8790.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1971 CAMARO, 150 LT-1
engine 4 speed, headers,
cam, new Shaeffer
clutch and pressure




1974 V.W. Super Beetle,













luggage rack. 304. cubic
inch. V4.421194.-Call 436-
2136 after 4 p.m.
50. Campers
16' TRAILER, camper.
sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
I. Services Offered
FENCE •SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for






Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor




ficient service. NO job




work needs call John
Lane. Phone 7534669 or
436-2586.
rWan WOE 05:4 SY 100 lag 514415:1 SY 2141 SW MEM MEM I
a Don't Forget Your Pet 1I -
I kpfp4 At ;v.': w't4.,v4,4- itwisw Christmas' - • - I• ----IA;...:;-Tv w














East Side Court Square Murray, Ky.
51. Services Offered
- WILL DO inside or out-'




- work, white gravel,
bank gravel. Call 436-
2306.
121 Bypass






26 Nov. - 24 Dec. '76
10% Off
SHOES BALLS BAGS












struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.















Home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing






















c• rlArob a. I:, r" t,er. t, oils. clas 'ess r%as tsa
Girls 8. Boys Western Man) Styles to
v'Shirt & Jean Sets A Ac s en n






40% OFF 40% OFF
Men's Dingo & Frye




Sport Coats ;Western Store
$350°
9-9 Weekdays 1-6 Sun
7534005 Myopic Plaza
51. Services Offered
FOR A FREE estimate
on 'all stump removaL











Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street, next to Drive-In
Theatre.
ELECTROLUX SALES




Every Friday Night, 641 Auction House,
Paris, Tenn.
This week tables, chairs, old clock, beds,
glass, dishes, shotgun, wood and coal heater,
jugs, crocks,,churns, odds-and ends of all kinds.
Shorty McBride
6147 Auctioneer
No Sale Friday, Dec. 24, 1976.
UPHOLSTERING
custom and specializing
in antiques. Call 753-
0493.
B-.1 WILSON Trucking.
Dozer, gravel and dirt.
Call 474-8854,527-1969, or
527-1315.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.





for storm windows and
doors. Window glass,
mirrors, and auto glass





order. Also split rail






of electric,, heat, air
condition, appliances,
water pumps, water
heaters and wiring. 30





Call Ralph Worley, 753-
0708.
KIRBY CARPET C6RE
clean rugs of all kinds.




estimates. 24 hour an-
swering service, 500
Maple 753-0359.






























WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and _ Wilson put
aluminum siding and
trim on your house. Also
awnings and carports.
Call 753-1873.
53. Feed And Seed
JAP HAY for sale. Call
492-8345.











[es for children. Call
489-2669.*
Attache Cases flanging BriQ,











Get specialized counsel on Group: Key-man,















5425.00 up. floored reedy to use Only a few buildings
/101.01/8 filet, left it, stock rrt old prices Buy the besf for
less. CUST BUM PORTABLE BUILDINGS 753 0984





















.1 Nave a Nappy Prepaid Christmas next year.

















Friday -- December 17
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After 5:00 p. m. with $5.00
Purchase or More from
any member of
the Downtown Merchants Association
Receive a certificate for a
free Picture of your
child with Santa
$2.00 Value
Shop With These Members
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1976 Farm Income Projected To Top $29 Million
By DAVID HILL
Murray Ledger di Times Staff Writer
Calloway County farm income for
1976 is projected to top the $29,000,000
mark, according to County Agent Ted
Howard.
Using figures for 1975, the last
statistics available from the Kentucky
Agricultural Statistics edition, Howard
has projected the growth and ap-
proximate prices for farm products into
a total of $29,115,793 for the 1976 year.
1975 Totals
Kentucky Agricultural Statistics*
Volume 97 No. 298
indicate that there were 240 acres of
burley tobacco harvested in 1975, with
.an average yield of 1,990 pounds per
acre, for 478,000 pounds, and $510,026.
For fire cured tobacco, there were
1,380 acres harvested, wall an average
yield of 1,530 pounds, for a total
production of 2,111,000 pounds and total
revenue of $2,064,558.
For air cured tobacco, there were 70
acres harvested, with an average yield
of 1,300 pounds per acre, for a total'
production of 91,000 pounds and a total
revenue of $82,082.
MSU CONSTRUCTION: Excavation work is well under way for the initial
phases of construction on the $3 million project at Murray State University to
convert the former Waterfield Student Union Building into the main campus
library. Scheduled for completion in July, 1978, the library project will include
harvested, at an average yield of 96
bushels per acre, for a total production
of 1,478,400 bushels and a total revenue
of $3,769,920.
In soybeans, there were 57,200 acres
harvested, with an average yield of 28.5
bushels per acre, for total production of
1,636,900 bushels, and total revenue of
$7,611,585.
In. wheat, there. were 9,400 acres
harvested, at an average yield of 32
bushels per acre,-for total production of
300,300 bushels and total revenue of
$900,900.
were 500 acres
harvested, at an average yield of 4.6
tons per acre, for total production of
2,300 tons and total revenue of $106,490.
In other hays, there were 7,000 acres
harvested at an average yield of two
tons per acre, for total production of
14,000 tons, at total revenue of $579,150.
The total value of livestock
production for both 1975 and 1976 is
listed at $5,363,295, and popcorn.
revenue for both years is about $2
million
1976 Estimates
Howard's 1976 estimates include the
follo%k :fig crops: • -
Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon December 16, 1976
almost 100,000 square feet. The old library, one of the campus lantirparks sin-
ce it was built in 1931, along with the C S. Lowry Addition completed itr4967,
will house special collections, the Department of Library Science and other
functional offices of the 53-year-old university. •
Elementary Students Receive Awards
For Participation In Read-A-Thon Here
Read-A-Thon, a special fund raising
project for the Kentucky Association
for Retarded Citizens was sponsored by
the Zeta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club in cooperation with the
librarians and children at the
elementary schools at Carter and
Robertson.
Each of the students was presented a
pack and asked for sponsors for the
number of books *read in the project
Money for the project will be sent to the
Kentucly ARC and since Murray has a
local association 75 to 80 per cent of the
funds will be returned for use here in
the local organization.
Five students at Robertson School
with Mrs. Ruth Pasco as librarian
received book packs signifying that
they collected at least $25.00. They. are
Ward Simmons, Tammy Barlew, Lisa
Shoemaker, and Leslie Franklin.
Molly Imes at Carter School with
Mrs. Willie G. Farless as. librarian
received a book pack.
Robertson students receiving cer-
tificates of appreciation with the
signature of Tony Orlando, the national
honorary chairman, for participating
were Felesia Montgomery, Lori Hubbs,
John Kelso, Tim Greer, Quentin
Prescott, Ward Simmons, Rebecca
Brock, Ann Harcourt, Angel Adams,
Laura Pitts, Amy Dougan, Heather
Thompson, Tyler Prince, Huong Dinh,
Kevin Crawford, Jon Mark Hall, Todd
Contil, Leslie Adams, Heather Doyle,
Chris Nix, John Mark Potts, Leila
Umar. Jeff Schroader. Tern 14,1..
Billington. Mitzi McDougal, Vonrne•
hay's, Anne Miller, Jay SlI11111,11S.
Tammy liarlow, Shelly Ward. Missy
Darnell, Shane Mastera, Jerri
Weatherford, Laura Cella. Kelly les.
Melissa Tinsley, Dana Morton. Phillip
Billington, Kolani Hausman, Barry
Harrel, Mark West, Connie I Aivett.
Tony Beale, Leslie Franklin. Shao
Cooper, Yvonne Jones,. K zolra
Thurmond, Jennifer Kurz. !Mary
Grasty, Jason Billington. Ed Hendon.
Kathy Carson, Todd Ross, Hobert
Lyons, Vandapa Dhall, Richard Bui y.
Cindy Dunn, Greg Roberts, Nli, hulk.
Garland, Leslie Thompson, Mark
McClard, Greer HOuston.
Shoemaker, Melanie McClain, .and
Robertson School students receiving book packs signifying they collected at least $25.00 in the Read-A-Thon for the
Mentally Retarded Citizens were, left to right, Ward Simmons, Tammy Barlow, Lisa Shoemaker, and, Leslie Franklin. On the
right is Ruth Pasco, Robertson libcarian_
Staff Photo bv David Hill
Gina Herndon.
Carter students receiving certificates
were Debbie Roos, Denise Randolph,
Amy R. Roos, Steve Bogard, Molly
ImeS, Kelly Chilcutt, Sondra McClure,
Lynn Roberts, Shannon Johnson, Brent
Priddy, Danette Roberts, Dennis
Thurmond. Lisa Howard, Alesia
Harris. Phillip Carter, Sheri Swift,
David Randolph, and Jeanette
Williams.
Members of the Zeta Department
expressed appreciation to the
librarians, to the children, and to the
sponsors for helping in this project for
the Kentucky Association for Retarded
Citizens.
— Dark tobacco, $3,511,350, on 1,700
acres.
— Corn, $7,612,500 on 29,000 acres.
— Soybeans, $8,450,000, on 50,000
acres.
— Air-cured tobacco, $82,082 on 70
acres.
— Wheat. $900,900, on 9,400 acres.
- — Alfalfa, $106,490, on 500 acres.
— Other lays. $579,150, on 7,000
acres.
As mentioned, the total value of
livestock and popcorn is expected to be
the same in 1976 as in 1975.
Howard noted that there are 7,000
Murray and Calloway County retail
merchants are reporting a seven per
cent increase in sales for the months of
November and December.'
The business which local merchants
transact during these two months
:accounts for 35 per cent of the total
retail sales during the 'year. For
November and December, 1976, this
will total $42,700,000, as compared to
$122 million during the entire year.
The biggest two weeks of the year are
still yet to come. These include the
week before Christmas, with last
minute shoppers, and the week after
Christmas,. when local residents are
exchanging gifts.
These figures do not include
wholesale traffic, but encompass all
retail sales throughout the county.
James Johnson, executive secretary
of the Murray Chamber of Commerce,
said today that not one single merchant
has told him that his sales were below
last year, which Jolinson noted is lqiihly
more acres being farmed in Calloway.
County in 1976 than in 1974, when farm
inconie was nearlij as high as it is ex-
pected to be this tear.
He attributed the increased acreage
to soil being taken out of the soil bank,
from pasture land, and from double-
cropping.
The reason for the small increase in
income, for such a Substantial increase
in land used Was explained by Howard
by noting the decrease in the price of
soybeans expected this year as com-
pared to 1974.
Two Sections — 18 rages
unusual, especially in light of the fact
that there are 20 new businesses in
Murray over the same period last year.
But these new businesses are also —
generating good sales in and outside
Calloway County.
Johnson blamed the Tappan Co.
strike for cutting into the increase in
retail sales. Johnson said the annual
increase could have been from $15 to
$18 million, but was about $8
The loss was partially offset by tourism
and agricultural gains, however and
the local economy remains ex-
ceptionally strong.
Total sales of feed grain and livestock
this year is about $30 million, up five
Million over last year, and up 1*
million over 1974. Murray c'ontinu'5ti
generate sales from outlying areas.
Johnson noted that these figures are
only ,approximate„ and exact reports
will be available in the February
Business Barometer published by the
jocal chamber of commerce.
Key Administrators
At MSU To Retire
The aPpruaching retirements of two
key administrators at Murray State
University have beeitamiounced.
Dr. Hugh I.. Oakley,-dean of the
.College of Industry and Technology,
and Dr. Guy A. Battle;chairman of the.
Department of English, have revealed
plans to retire at the end of the current
school year.
A native of Cadiz, Dr. Oakley* has
been at Murray State since 1946.
Brought to the campus by the late Dr.
Ralph H. Woods, the fourth president of
the university, he started the Depar-
tment of Industrial Arts with classes in
what is now Wrather Hall.
•'I was the only one in the department
at the time," he recalls, "and we didn't
have so much as a claw hammer."
- In 1965, just before the institution was
given university status, the academic
structure was reorganized into schools,
and Dr. Oakley was named dean of the
School of Applied Science and
Technology.
Last October, he was named dean of
Molly Imes of Carter School was presented a book pack signifying site had
collected at least 525.00 in the Read-A-Thon to; the Mentally Retarded
Citizens. With her is Carter School librarian, Willie C. farless.
the' newly-created College of Industry
and Technology, which encompasses 34
faculty members in five depart-
ments—Engineering and Industrial
Technology, Graphic Arts, Industrial
Arts Education, Vocational Technical
--.Education and Military Science.
Dr.,, Oakley received his un-
dergraduate„ degree at_Western Ken-
tucky UniverSay and his master's and
doctoral degrees-frornthe University of
Missouri. Mrs. Oakley is, the former
Josephine Ellis of Bowling Cyreen and
they have two children, Dr. George
Oakley, a Murray dentist, and Mrs.
Keith Hinton of Dallas, Tex.
Dr. Battle is a native of Sulnter, S. C.,
and came to Murray State in 1956 from
Middle Tennessee State University at
Murfreesboro as chairman of the
Department of Languages and
Literature. At the tune, there were 10
faculty members fri the department
leaching foreign languages, jour-
nalism, speech and radio as compared
with the 28 faculty members in- the
Department of English today.
Dr. tattle, who served in the Pacific
Theater with the Army in Wood War 11
as a captain, holds three degrees from
Nuke University. and is inarried'to the
former Martha Yates of IRxington.
Mrs Battle is an assistant professor of
English at the University. of 'Tennessee
at Martin
have four children  Guy•
who is completing a (Joctoial program
in mathematics at Duke Um% ersity.
v. Phillip, a medical student at the
University of Louisville. Anne. a
L raduate 4.1f the University of Tennessee
andast7 living in Atlanta. an Maggie,,ag .
a jumitr nursing student at Murray
st
Sunny, Mild
‘1,•,,t1),sunin ant nit toda!,


















































COCOA MIX . 12 Ct. Box 994
Bush Chili Hot
BEANS 15 oz. 5/$1
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